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ABSTRACT 

Regional Climate Model (RCM) experiments, using the MM5 model, are undertaken to 

investigate the potential climatic impacts of land-surface change in southern Africa. 

Simulations are fIrst run to assess the RCM's sensitivity to perturbed initial soil moisture 

conditions. Following a disturbance in initial soil moisture, it is found that latent heat 

fluxes in the subsequent months are significantly affected in certain regions, but there is 

little effect on sensible heat flux and near-surface temperature. There is also no noticeable 

impact on regional circulation or precipitation. This implies that, for the magnitude of the 

initial soil moisture disturbance, soil moisture-rainfall coupling in the model is weak. 

Further MM5 integrations are performed to assess potential climatic impacts of altering 

the vegetation of southern Africa from an estimated natural state to present-day conditions. 

Contemporary vegetation cover is given by the United States Geological Survey land 

surface classification, and an estimated pristine state is simulated using the Sheffield 

Dynamic Global Vegetation Model. For three simulated periods: 1 Aug - 28 Feb 1988/89, 

1991/92 and 1995/96, significant impacts on mean Sep-Nov (SON) and Dec-Feb (DJF) 

surface climate arise from the change in vegetation. The most notable result is cooling over 

large parts of the continent in SON, which gives rise to increased large-scale subsidence 

and decreased moisture convergence. Resultant decreases in rainfall cause a hydrological 

feedback through reduced latent heat flux which mitigates the initial cooling and weakens 

the subsidence anomaly in DJF. The subsidence anomalies extend as high 500 hPa, which 

has important implications for regional moisture transport over southern Africa. 

The role of synoptic forcing in modifying the atmosphere's response to land surface 

change is explored using a self-organizing map (SOM). The SOM is used to identify 

archetypal patterns in the large-scale 850 and 500 hPa geopotential height and precipitable 

water fIelds in the reanalysis data that cover the same domain and force the RCM at its 

lateral boundaries. For each of the patterns (nodes) identified in these variables by the 

SOM, the mean RCM-simulated response to vegetation change is evaluated. Conditions 

characterized by strong sub-tropical anticyclones and low atmospheric moisture show the 

greatest temperature and geopotential height changes and are most sensitive to changes in 

radiative fluxes, whereas precipitation and surface hydrological processes are more 

sensitive under conditions of weak subsidence and high levels of atmospheric moisture. 
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PREFACE 

Although a large volume of research has been directed towards understanding how changes 

in land-surface characteristics can affect atmospheric processes, southern Africa has 

received little attention in this regard. Knowledge of the extent to which vegetation and 

soil moisture influence the climate of the region can lead to an improved understanding of 

the causes of inter-annual and intra-seasonal variability. This will in tum contribute 

towards improved seasonal forecasting and further insight into the impacts of long term 

climatic change. This thesis therefore aims to advance understanding of land-atmosphere 

interactions in southern Africa by undertaking a series of numerical simulations using a 

Regional Climate Model (RCM). 

Part I of the thesis gives a review of the literature relevant to this topic and defines 

the aims of the study. The experimental work that forms the basis of this thesis is presented 

as three manuscripts that have been submitted to journals for peer review. Part II is a paper 

entitled "Effects of perturbed initial soil moisture conditions on MM5 simulations of 

southern African climate", which has been submitted to Theoretical and Applied 

Climatology. This aims to address how strongly the climate of southern Africa as 

simulated by an RCM responds to a disturbance in initial soil moisture. This gives an 

indication of potential biases that may be introduced to subsequent model simulations from 

uncertainties in soil moisture initialization. Part ill consists of a paper entitled "Simulated 

effects of anthropogenic vegetation change on southern Africa's summer climate", which 

has been submitted to the International Journal of Climatology. It firstly presents a 

procedure to estimate a pristine vegetation state for southern Africa based on simulations 

by a dynamic vegetation model. A set of RCM simulations is then undertaken aimed at 

exploring the potential atmospheric response to a shift in vegetation from the estimated 

pristine state to present-day conditions. Part N is a manuscript entitled "Synoptic-based 

evaluation of climatic response to vegetation change over southern Africa", also submitted 

to International Journal of Climatology. This extends the analysis of the model simulations 

of Part ill by evaluating the results in terms of prevailing large-scale circulation. Part V 

summarizes and synthesizes the findings of the three experimental sections. 

In keeping with the requirements of a Ph.D. thesis, the contribution of the second 

and third authors to the three submitted journal articles is of a supervisory nature. All 

model simulations, data analysis and generation of figures were done by the fITst author. 

The manuscripts were written entirely by the first author, except where comments and 

clarifications suggested by the other authors have been incorporated. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Vegetation and soil water content are two key factors affecting energy and moisture 

exchange at the earth's surface. Vegetation modifies the reflectance (albedo) of the 

surface to incoming solar radiation, determines the aerodynamic roughness of the 

surface and acts as a conduit for transferring water from sub-surface soi11ayers to the 

atmosphere. Similarly, the availability of water in the soil profile is a limiting factor in 

determining plant transpiration and direct evaporation from the soil surface, which 

controls how available energy is partitioned into latent and sensible heat components. 

Soil moisture can also affect the albedo of soil surfaces, as wet soil tends to be darker 

than dry soil. Such effects on surface properties have implications for radiation, heat, 

momentum and moisture budgets, which in turn exert forcing on local atmospheric 

processes and can potentially influence regional and large-scale circulation. 

The close association between vegetation and soil moisture, and their effects on climate, 

makes the study of these two factors intimately linked. In nature, however, it is 

practically impossible to decouple fully the components of the land-atmosphere system 

for isolated examination, and thereby gain an in-depth understanding of the complex 

interplay between these components. To address this problem, numerical models 

provide an indispensable research tool in which individual parameters or processes can 

be perturbed to investigate their role in the system. Highly sophisticated atmospheric 

models have been developed over the past few decades in the form of General 

Circulation Models (GCMs) and Regional Climate Models (RCMs). In addition, 

detailed representations of land-surface hydrology and biospheric processes have 

evolved and have been coupled to these atmospheric models. However, although these 

models are extremely useful, they are by no means perfect, and experimental results are 

often greatly influenced by choice of model and its configuration. There is therefore 

still considerable uncertainty regarding land surface-climate interaction, leading to 

ongoing research in this field. 

Although the topic of land-atmosphere interaction has received much global attention 

recently, very little work has focussed on southern Africa. Many gaps still exist in 

current understanding of the region's climate, but the role of the land surface has been 

3 
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largely neglected by efforts to address this. There is therefore a need to investigate 

land-atmosphere interaction in southern Africa in order to gain a more complete 

understanding of the region's climate. The contribution of the land surface to intra

seasonal and inter-annual variability in southern Africa is not yet known, but antecedent 

land-surface conditions are potentially useful predictors in seasonal forecasting 

applications. This is particularly relevant in a region that is heavily dependant on 

agriculture. Furthermore, the land surface can also have a modulating effect on long

term climatic change, which is an important consideration when assessing both 

historical and projected future climate changes. 

The following section presents a review of previous modelling studies of land

atmosphere interaction. Given the vast amount of research that has been conducted, this 

review is by no means exhaustive, but it provides an overview of the major themes that 

have been explored and what important results have emerged. This puts into context the 

objectives and aims of this thesis, which are presented thereafter. 

1.2 Simulation of land-atmosphere interaction 

1.2.1. Desertification and deforestation 

The pioneering work in simulating land surface-atmosphere interactions is largely 

attributed to J.G. Charney, who undertook a number of numerical studies in the 1970s to 

investigate the effect of surface albedo change on atmospheric circulation and 

precipitation. The region of interest for this work is the West African Sahel, which had 

been experiencing a protracted drought since the late 1960s. With a 2-dimensional, 

zonally-symmetric model of the atmosphere over West Africa, Charney (1975) 

suggested that if a lack of rainfall reduces vegetation cover, the albedo of the land 

surface will be increased, thereby upsetting the radiation balance of the region. More 

incoming shortwave radiation will be reflected, thus cooling the surface and promoting 

subsidence in the overlying atmosphere. This increase in stability will inhibit 

convective activity and cause a further reduction in rainfall. In this way a positive 

feedback loop is established, thus contributing to the severity of the drought. 

Employing a more complex GeM, Charney et al. (1977) extended this theory by taking 

into consideration the effects of atmospheric moisture transport and cloud formation. 

4 
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Here the albedo-induced cooling was to some degree compensated for by an increase in 

incident shortwave solar radiation caused by reductions in moisture convergence, 

convective activity and cloud formation. Another consequence of reduced cloud cover, 

however, is a reduction in the downward flux of longwave radiation, so the net change 

in radiation absorbed at the surface was still found to be negative. 

Subsequent GeM simulations have supported this albedo feedback mechanism (eg. Sud 

and Fennessey, 1982; Laval and Picon, 1986), but these early experiments are limited 

by numerous caveats. For example, the only land surface parameter examined is 

albedo. Factors such as roughness length and plant transpiration were not considered 

and the land surface representation in the models used was highly simplified. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the enforced albedo change tends to be considerably 

greater than observed change (Fuller and Ottke, 2002). Given these limitations, the 

early experiments nevertheless provided a base on which more comprehensive studies 

have been built. 

Following the development of more complex land surface models, Xue and Shukla 

(1993) studied the sensitivity ofthe Sahel to desertification. In addition to albedo, other 

vegetation parameters such as roughness length, leaf area index and minimum stomatal 

resistance were altered simultaneously. Surface temperature was shown to increase by 

0.5 De on average and rainfall decreased by 22%. In addition to direct local effects of 

the land-surface change, it was established that the African Easterly Jet and West 

African monsoon were also affected, which has important implications for rainfall in the 

region. Similar results were obtained by specifying the same land-surface perturbation, 

but applying longer simulations (Xue, 1997). The increase in surface temperature and 

decrease in summer precipitation in this case were comparable to observed climate 

changes from the 1950s to the 1980s, although the simulated land-surface change did 

not necessarily represent true land-surface degradation for the period. For a more 

accurate estimate of observed changes in the Sahelian land surface, Taylor et al. (2002) 

employed a detailed model to estimate past and future vegetation change due to human 

land use practices. GeM simulations were run using three land-surface states, 

representing the years 1961, 1996 and 2015. Relative to the 1961 simulation, rainfall 

5 
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was shown to decrease by 4.6% (0.15 mm dail) in 1996 and 8.7% (0.28 mm dail) in 

2015. The simulated changes were smaller than the recently observed rainfall decrease, 

indicating that vegetation change is not the primary driver of precipitation change in the 

region, but can, however, significantly modify variability induced by sea surface 

temperatures (SSTs). 

Whilst Taylor et al. (2002) forced a GCM with land-surface changes due to 

anthropogenic causes, Claussen (1997) investigated a two-way interaction between 

climate and natural vegetation. Rather than applying a persistent forcing, this approach 

tests the coupled climate-vegetation system to perturbations in the initial distribution of 

vegetation. Applying a large and unrealistic disturbance in initial vegetation (i.e. 

exchanging desert with tropical vegetation and vice versa) led to a new equilibrium 

vegetation state in which vegetation cover over certain desert regions was enhanced 

compared to current conditions. The mechanisms responsible for maintaining these 

conditions were consistent with Charney's hypothesis. Further studies of interactive 

coupling were done by Wang and Eltahir (2000a,b). A zonally symmetric atmospheric 

model was synchronously coupled to a dynamic vegetation model and was used to 

investigate multiple equilibrium states in the land-atmosphere system of West Africa. 

The theory proposed that if the biosphere-atmosphere system is disturbed from an 

equilibrium state, the system may respond in one of three ways: a negative feedback 

leading to full recovery; a positive feedback leading to an enhancement of the original 

disturbance; or a negative feedback leading to partial recovery. The latter two situations 

hence result in new equilibrium states. It was shown that a one-off reduction in forests 

would at first cause a large decrease in precipitation, but the system would eventually 

return to the original equilibrium. Desertification simulations in the grassland region 

showed more sensitivity. Depending on the magnitude of grassland removal, the 

system would either return to its original state, or tend towards one of two new 

equilibria. An initial increase in grass density would always result in a return to the 

control state, regardless of the magnitude of the perturbation. Although these studies 

explore the dynamic climate-vegetation system, they do not take into account persistent 

perturbations, such as those resulting from human disturbance. Furthermore they do not 

account for internal climate variability driven by SSTs, which may inhibit the transition 

between vegetation states. The question of inter-annual variability was investigated by 

6 
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Zeng and Neelin (2000), who established that feedbacks resulting from land surface 

change resulted in a strong spatial gradient between desert and forest regions. However, 

when inter-annual SST variations were included, this gradient was smoothed out, 

creating an intermediate grass-like vegetation state. This can be seen as an important 

factor in the distribution of the African savannas. 

As well as desertification in semi-arid regions such as the Sahel, tropical deforestation 

has received much attention in land-atmosphere sensitivity studies, particularly for the 

Amazon Basin. Expansion of grassland and cropland at the expense of trees increases 

surface albedo, greatly reduces roughness length and decreases plant rooting depth. The 

climatic effects of such changes have been investigated in numerous modelling studies. 

Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers (1988) undertook a GCM sensitivity study whereby 

the Amazon tropical forest was uniformly replaced by grassland. The simulations 

showed decreases in total evapotranspiration (ET) and canopy interception. Surface 

temperatures increased by up to 4°C, but there was no systematic change in rainfall. A 

similar experiment done by Nobre et al. (1991) resulted in a 2.5 °c increase in mean 

surface temperature, 30% decrease in ET, 25% decrease in precipitation and a 20% 

decrease in runoff for the region. In a follow-on experiment to Dickinson and 

Henderson-Sellers (1988), Pitman et al. (1993) highlighted how choice of GCM, 

experimental configuration and length of simulation can yield quite different results. 

For example, compared to the results of Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers (1988), 

Pitman et al. (1993) showed a temperature increase of only 0.7 °c and a large 

precipitation decrease of 603 mm yr-l. Other tropical deforestation experiments 

showing reduced precipitation and increased temperature of varying magnitude include 

those of Lean and Warrilow (1989), Lean and Rowntree (1993) and Hahmann and 

Dickinson (1997). 

Some studies have investigated the relative importance of selected vegetation 

parameters in deforestation. For example, Polcher and Laval (1994) ran a GCM 

experiment in which the tropical forests of the Amazon, Africa and Indonesia were 

replaced by grassland, but roughness length was not altered. The experiment produced 

reduced evaporation and increased soil temperature. An increase in moisture 
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convergence, and hence precipitation, was also found. This is in contrast to similar 

experiments (eg. Lean and Warrilow, 1989; Shukla et al., 1990; Hoffman and Jackson 

2000), which indicate a reduction in moisture convergence resulting from decreased 

roughness length. Dirmeyer and Shukla (1994) performed simulations of Amazon 

deforestation with different prescribed albedos. Four-year control and deforestation 

experiments were run, with albedo given as unchanged, increased by 0.06 and increased 

by 0.09. As the albedo anomaly increased, the precipitation was seen to decrease. 

Relatively small changes in ET suggested moisture convergence was a controlling 

factor for the precipitation anomalies. Considering the impact of deforestation on large

scale circulation, Zeng et al. (1996) proposed a feedback mechanism analogous to El 

Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). It was hypothesized that deforestation of the 

Amazon basin could weaken the Walker circulation over the Amazon-Atlantic region 

and result in reductions in moisture convergence and precipitation. A model sensitivity 

experiment showed that an increase in albedo of 0.05 would support this hypothesis. 

More recent studies have revisited the deforestation issue with the benefit of improved 

models (particularly land-surface schemes) and increased computing capacity to run 

longer simulations. Voldoire and Royer (2004) took a similar approach to the previous 

work and, although similarities exist, the results differed in many respects to previous 

experiments. An interesting outcome of the study is that mean annual surface 

temperature showed no significant change between the control and deforested states, but 

changes in the diurnal temperature range were apparent: minimum daily temperature 

decreased while maximum daily temperature increased. Relationships with inter-annual 

variability were also evident, particularly an enhanced atmospheric response to 

deforestation during dry El Nino events. Semazzi and Song (2001) ran a GeM 

deforestation experiment for Africa, whereby tropical rainforest was replaced by 

savanna grassland. Over the deforested region rainfall decreased by 2-3 mm dafl for 

the dry season (July-September) and less than 1 mm dafl for the wetter seasons. 

Surface and ground temperatures changed by up to 2.5 and 5 °C respectively. Of further 

interest is a teleconnection to regions in southern Africa. Rainfall decreased over 

Mozambique and increased over Botswana, Zambia and parts of the DRC and South 

Africa. This was explained by the alteration of trapped Rossby wave trains formed by 

mid-tropospheric latent heat release over the tropical forest region. 

8 
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Atmospheric response to the converSIOn of tropical savanna to grassland was 

investigated by Hoffman and Jackson (2000). Five regions of moist (i.e. greater than 

600-700 mm annual rainfall) savanna were considered: the llanos (northern South 

America), the Brazilian cerrado, and the savannas of northern Africa, southern Africa 

and northern Australia. The result of the changed land surface was to reduce mean 

annual precipitation by 8-13% in all but the northern African regions. Mean annual ET 

was reduced by 8-10% in all regions. Since rainfall in the northern African savanna 

was largely unaffected, the reason for the decrease in ET was attributed to energy 

availability, rooting depth and conductance, rather than moisture availability. For all 

regions except northern Africa, a reduction in moisture convergence was implied. From 

an intra-seasonal perspective, dry-spell frequency in the middle of the wet season was 

shown to increase in the Southern Hemisphere regions for the grassland scenario. Mean 

annual surface air temperature increased by 0.4-1.0 °C for most of the affected area. 

Additional sensitivity experiments for albedo, roughness length and rooting depth were 

carried out to determine the relative importance of each of these parameters. It was 

found that albedo and roughness length played approximately equal roles in the 

reduction of rainfall, whereas rooting depth had little effect. Overall, a positive 

feedback loop between reduced vegetation cover and reduced precipitation was 

supported. 

1.2.2. Historical land cover change 

The intention of experiments such as those reviewed above is primarily to test the 

sensitivity of the climate to large, uniform changes in land surface conditions. In most 

cases the changes applied are of unrealistic magnitude and homogeneity. This approach 

is useful for identifying the important atmospheric processes associated with land 

surface change, but the magnitude of the response is typically overestimated. This is 

illustrated by the different results obtained by Xue (1997) and Taylor et al. (2002). The 

former study used an idealized land-surface change and the magnitude of the climate 

response was found to be comparable to observed change for the period considered. 

The latter, however, used more realistic representations of the Sahelian land surface, 

which produced a much smaller climatic response. 

9 
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Evaluation of the likely atmospheric impact of historical changes in vegetation 

distribution has been the subject of a number of modelling studies. For the 

conterminous United States, Copeland et al. (1996) tested the difference between RCM 

simulations using a current land-surface state versus a potential natural vegetation 

distribution. They note that since the change is not uniform, the response of surface 

energy and moisture balances differs according to location. Regional temperature 

changes were of the order of I_2°C warmer or cooler, whilst the average for the domain 

was a slight increase (0.05 0c) for current versus natural conditions. Rainfall showed a 

general increase of 5-10% in the present-day scenario. A similar experiment, this time 

using a GCM, was conducted by Bonan (1997). In contrast to the results of Copeland et 

al. (1996), Bonan (1997) found temperature to decrease significantly (up to 2 °C in 

magnitude) over the central United States. This was attributed in part to the coarse 

GCM resolution being unable to resolve important local scale processes over the Great 

Plains. Cooling over the Great Plains was also found by Baidya Roy et al. (2003), who 

investigated three land cover scenarios, representing the years 1700, 1910 and 1990. It 

was noted that local effects on climate could not be explained by changes in the land

surface parameters alone, and advective processes were important considerations. A 

more localized RCM study was done by Marshall et al. (2004), who simulated climatic 

changes induced by land-use change in the Florida peninsula. It was found that altered 

surface energy fluxes caused an increase in the diurnal temperature range, and regional 

circulation was disrupted such that the sea breeze circulation was weakened. This 

resulted in an overall decrease in rainfall associated with the sea breeze fronts. The 

simulated changes in rainfall and daily maximum temperature were shown to be 

comparable to observed historical changes. 

In RCM simulations for Australia, Narisma and Pitman (2003) show significant changes 

in surface heat fluxes and temperature, as well as alteration of surface winds and 

precipitation, resulting from land cover change. It is argued that such effects have 

contributed to regional temperature increases observed in the 20th century. Narisma et 

al. (2003) extended this work by evaluating the importance of biospheric feedbacks in 

land cover change experiments. Here the RCM used incorporated a dynamic vegetation 

component that simulated plant response to changes in CO2 and climate factors. It was 

concluded that the inclusion of biospheric feedbacks significantly moderated the effects 

10 
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of land-surface change. 

Maynard and Royer (2004a) compared the relative impacts of vegetation change in 

tropical Africa and climate change due to increased greenhouse gas (GHG) 

concentrations. They found that GHG-induced climate change was locally modified by 

altered vegetation state and that GHG forcing and land surface forcing tended to have 

the opposite effect on ET. They also concluded that the vegetation changes were of 

insufficient magnitude to induce any significant changes in large-scale circulation. 

1.2.3. Soil moisture 

Early numerical studies of the influence of soil moisture on subsequent rainfall were 

undertaken by Shukla and Mintz (1982), Rind (1982) and Yeh et al. (1984). The 

consensus from these is that large, uniform reductions in soil moisture, and hence ET, 

resulted in increased surface temperatures and decreased rainfall. This supports a 

positive feedback mechanism between soil moisture and rainfall. 

The role of soil moisture in modulating the Asian summer monsoon was investigated by 

Meehl (1994). A number of different GCMs and different combinations of 

parameterization schemes were used to simulate the respective roles of external forcing 

(manifested in this case by changes in albedo) and internal feedback mechanisms (i.e. 

soil moisture). In all the model experiments it was found that a strong monsoon, 

initiated by strong land-sea temperature contrast, was further strengthened by a positive 

soil moisture feedback. Conversely, weaker monsoons were further weakened by a dry 

land surface. In contrast, Douville et al. (2001) found that persistently elevated soil 

moisture in the Indian sub-continent led to some local enhancement of rainfall, but in 

general this positive feedback was compensated for by reduced large-scale moisture 

convergence. The Sahel, however, was shown to be highly sensitive to soil moisture 

conditions and a positive feedback was demonstrated. 

In contrast to the positive feedback found in the majority of soil moisture sensitivity 

studies, New et al. (2003) and Cook et al. (2006) demonstrated with different models 
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that a negative feedback may exist between soil wetness and precipitation over southern 

Africa. The most important consequence of disturbed soil moisture was a change in 

horizontal moisture convergence initiated by changes in surface heating. For a wet soil 

state, increased latent and decreased sensible heat flux caused the overlying air to cool, 

thus creating large scale subsidence and surface divergence. This anomalous 

divergence caused a reduction in moisture flux convergence which resulted in decreased 

rainfall. 

The ability of soil moisture to enhance extreme hydrological conditions has received 

much attention. Two events that have been of particular interest are the severe drought 

experienced by much of the central United States in 1988, and widespread flooding in 

the Upper Mississippi Basin in 1993. Atlas et al. (1993) investigated the respective 

roles of SSTs and soil moisture anomalies on the 1988 drought. They found that SSTs 

alone for that year caused a reduction in rainfall, but no significant change in 

temperature. When the observed soil moisture deficit for that year was included, the 

rainfall reduction was enhanced and surface temperature was significantly increased. 

Paegle et al. (1996) used an RCM to evaluate the role of surface evaporation in the 

flood of 1993. It was concluded that the low-level jet, transporting large amounts of 

moisture into the Mississippi Basin from the Gulf of Mexico, was enhanced not by 

increased local evaporation from a wet soil, but by increased buoyancy induced by 

sensible heating over a dry soil. RCM simulations carried out for both the drought and 

flood events by Giorgi et al. (1996) showed that soil moisture feedbacks were minor 

when compared to large-scale forcing. Their results were in agreement with Paegle et 

al. (1996) and showed that increased surface heating caused by reduced evaporation 

resulted in more buoyant air, which supported convection and led to a negative 

feedback. A similar experiment by Pal and Eltahir (2001), however, showed contrasting 

results by supporting a positive soil moisture-precipitation feedback. They showed that 

the magnitude of precipitation anomalies was proportional to the magnitude of the 

initial soil moisture disturbance. It was also concluded that a dry initial soil state 

resulted in a greater rainfall response than a wet initial soil. This suggests that soil 

moisture will have a more pronounced effect during a drought than for a flood event. 

Focusing on the 1998 Oklahoma-Texas drought, Hong and Kalnay (2000) showed that 

dry soil contributed to the persistence of the drought through a positive feedback. 
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Seneviratne et al. (2006) demonstrated the important contribution of soil moisture

atmosphere interaction to climate variability over Europe. Comparing RCM 

simulations in which the hydrological cycle was fully interactive to simulations 

whereby soil moisture was a prescribed boundary condition revealed that as much as 

two-thirds ofthe variance in summer precipitation over parts of Europe was due to land

atmosphere coupling. Given this high sensitivity, soil moisture has been implicated as 

an important mechanism contributing to the European summer heatwave of 2003. 

Fischer et al. (2007) indicated that the 2003 spring soil moisture was well below the 

climatological mean, and RCM simulations suggested that the extreme summertime 

temperature anomalies could have been reduced by about 40% if soil moisture was 

close to climatological values. 

Recent work has been undertaken to determine whether improved soil moisture 

initialization in GCM seasonal predictions can improve forecast skill. Ensembles of 

multi-year GCM simulations by Koster and Suarez (2003), Dirmeyer (2005) and Kanae 

et al. (2006) agree that improved initial soil wetness only increases the potential 

predictability of rainfall over small parts of the globe. These regions tend to be semi

arid, where the sensitivity of precipitation to local evaporation is high. One of the 

reasons why these experiments revealed weak responses when compared to other 

sensitivity studies is that the magnitude of the initial soil moisture anomalies in the 

former tends to be relatively small. For instance, the difference between a "poor" and 

an "improved" estimate of soil moisture is likely to be considerably smaller than an 

observed state versus uniform saturation or desiccation. However, during extreme 

events, soil water content may indeed approach the extreme values used in sensitivity 

studies, so the effects are more pronounced. As suggested by Hong and Kalnay (2000) 

and Ferranti and Viterbo (2006), it therefore seems that in the case of predicting 

persistent drought conditions, soil moisture becomes a critical factor. 
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1.3 Aims of the thesis 

From the reVIews above it is clear that both vegetation and soil moisture can 

significantly influence climatic processes. There is good consensus between modelling 

experiments that increased albedo causes surface cooling and subsequent decreases in 

moisture convergence and precipitation. Less clear, however, are the impacts of ET, as 

influenced by both plant transpiration and soil moisture; experimental results support 

both positive and negative feedback loops between ET and rainfall. It is clear that 

surface roughness is an important control of turbulent exchanges at the surface, but its 

regional-scale effects are still uncertain, with both positive and negative influences on 

moisture convergence being demonstrated. Results vary as a function of experimental 

design, choice of modelling system, magnitude of the land-surface perturbation and 

region of interest. 

The uncertainties that remain ensure that there are many avenues for further research. 

The climatic impacts of historical land-surface change present a particularly relevant 

theme. Whether or not land-use change can alter the climate of southern Africa is a 

critical question in understanding the mechanisms responsible for climatic change and 

variability in the region. Even if not a primary driver of such change, land-atmosphere 

interaction can significantly modify climate variations forced by such factors as changes 

in ocean circulation and atmospheric chemistry. This has implications for inter-annual 

and intra-seasonal variability and improved understanding of this can contribute to 

seasonal forecasting efforts in the region. Studies addressing the impacts of historical 

land-cover change have been undertaken for the United States, Australia and tropical 

and west Africa, but no such work has evidently been done for southern Africa. The 

primary objective of this thesis is therefore to take an initial step towards quantifying 

the likely response of southern African climate to a change in vegetation from a pristine 

state to present-day conditions. This will provide a first-order estimate of the 

magnitude of any regional climatic changes brought about by anthropogenic land

surface modification. 

The steps taken to address this involve producing a representation of potential natural 
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vegetation using a dynamic vegetation model and incorporating this into an ReM. 

ReM simulations are then performed using this natural land surface and also for a 

present-day land surface to reveal how seasonal and monthly mean climate may respond 

to altered land cover. A further consideration that has been alluded to in some land

atmosphere studies, but not addressed fully, is the role of synoptic forcing. An 

extension of the analysis of the modelling experiments therefore aims to evaluate how 

large-scale circulation may influence the climate's sensitivity to land-surface change. 

This will give an indication of how land-atmosphere interactions may be influenced by 

inter-annual variability and long-term climatic change. 

Although vegetation change is the dominant theme here, soil moisture is an important 

consideration as it can result in feedbacks that contribute to the ReM's internal 

variability. Further simulations are therefore undertaken to reveal how sensitive the 

modelling system is to perturbations in initial soil moisture. This can give an indication 

of biases that may affect the outcome of the land-surface change experiments. 

Although this is a secondary theme, it is presented first (Part II) as it provides a 

background to how sensitive the model is to hydrological feedbacks. 

The specific aims of the thesis can therefore be summarized as follows: 

• evaluate the sensitivity of an ReM to initial soil moisture and consequent 

hydrological feedbacks; 

• produce an estimate of pristine vegetation using a dynamic vegetation model and 

incorporate this into the ReM; 

• compare ReM simulations for the natural vegetation and for present-day 

vegetation to establish a) whether or not this change in land surface has a 

noticeable impact on southern Africa's climate and b) if so, what are the 

dominant mechanisms responsible for this; 

• compare atmospheric response to the land-surface change under different 

synoptic conditions to establish how climate sensitivity to land-surface change 

differs under different large-scale circulation. 
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These four points provide the basis for the work presented in this thesis. Part II 

addresses the role of soil moisture and hydrological feedbacks, Part III describes the 

simulations of potential natural vegetation and investigates the climate's response to 

vegetation change, and Part IV extends the analysis of Part III by exploring the role of 

large-scale circulation in land-atmosphere interaction. Part V summarizes and 

synthesizes the outcomes of these experiments. 
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Effects of perturbed initial soil moisture conditions on MM5 

simulations of southern African climate 

Neil C. MacKellar and Mark A. Tadross 

Abstract: MM5 simulations of the 1991/92 austral summer are undertaken to evaluate 

the sensitivity of southern Africa's climate to a disturbance in initial soil moisture. A 

perturbation in soil moisture of a magnitude and spatial variability that is within the 

bounds of uncertainty in soil moisture representation for the region is applied to the 

initial conditions of a series of MM5 simulations. For simulations initialized at the 

beginning of November 1991, it is found that latent heat fluxes in subsequent months 

are significantly affected in certain regions, but there is little effect on sensible heat flux 

and near-surface temperature and no noticeable impact on regional circulation or 

precipitation. This implies that soil moisture-rainfall coupling in the model is weak. 

Regional differences in the persistence of the soil moisture anomaly and its impact on 

surface climate are apparent, but the disturbances typically dissipate within the first one 

to two months of the simulations. Spatial correlations between the initial soil moisture 

anomaly and subsequent monthly mean rainfall further suggest weak coupling between 

antecedent soil moisture and local precipitation. Compared to the November-initialized 

simulations, runs initialized at the beginning of August 1991 show a stronger 

persistence in the effects of the soil moisture anomaly because of lower rainfall rates in 

the late-winter early-summer months. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Variability in near-surface climate IS influenced substantially by soil moisture

atmosphere interaction (Seneviratne et al., 2006). Accurate initialization of soil 

moisture in climate modelling studies is therefore necessary to reduce potential biases 

that may result from an over- or underestimation of initial soil water content. Positive 

or negative feedbacks can result from a perturbed initial soil moisture state, which will 

respectively enhance or mitigate the initial disturbance. These feedbacks may impact 

on the model's simulation of surface energy and moisture fluxes, which can in tum 

affect near-surface temperature and precipitation. An understanding of the potential 

feedbacks that may result from uncertainties in initial soil wetness is necessary when 

engaging in climate model experiments. 

Numerous modelling studies undertaken for North America and Europe support a 

positive feedback mechanism linking soil moisture and rainfall (eg. Atlas et al., 1993; 

Schar et al., 1999; Hong and Kalnay, 2000; Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Kim and Wang, 

2007). This feedback operates in such a way that increased moisture availability at the 

surface causes increased evaporation, which raises the moisture content of the planetary 

boundary layer (PBL). This acts to increase moist static energy (MSE) within the PBL, 

which promotes the formation of deep convective systems, hence increasing 

precipitation and enhancing the initial soil moisture anomaly. An increase in 

evaporation at the surface will also lead to reduced sensible heat flux, which reduces 

PBL temperature and MSE. However, this effect tends to be outweighed by the 

increase in MSE due to increased latent heat flux (Pielke and Zeng, 1989; Pal and 

Eltahir, 2001). Furthermore, since reduced sensible heat flux reduces the depth of the 

PBL, MSE per unit mass within the PBL increases (Eltahir, 1998; Pal and Eltahir, 

2001). The opposite processes operate for a dry initial soil state, but the response is 

asymmetric, with a stronger feedback associated with negative soil moisture anomalies 

(Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Kim and Wang, 2007). ConfIrming the results of theoretical 

modelling studies with observational evidence is, however, difficult due to a lack of 

extensive soil moisture measurements and the inability to accurately separate soil water 

and precipitation measurements in the real world. Nevertheless, some empirical 

linkages have been shown to support the positive feedback theory (eg. Findell and 
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Eltahir, 1997; Taylor, et al., 1997). 

Alternatively, a negative feedback may occur whereby surface cooling caused by high 

soil moisture and consequent reduction in sensible heat flux promotes increased 

atmospheric stability. This acts to suppress convection and reduce precipitation. 

Conversely, dry soil and increased sensible heating leads to more buoyant air, which 

promotes convective activity. In the presence of sufficient moisture, this will increase 

precipitation, as was shown for the Mississippi Basin by Peagle et al. (1996) and Giorgi 

et al. (1996). Furthermore, the surface cooling associated with anomalously wet soil 

can result in large-scale subsidence and anomalous anticyclonic circulation, which 

inhibits large-scale moisture convergence. This has been demonstrated for southern 

Africa by New et al. (2003) and Cook et al. (2006). Both hypotheses therefore imply 

changes in atmospheric circulation, either through convergence and uplift, or through 

divergence and subsidence. A negative feedback was also demonstrated by Georgescu 

et al. (2003) in response to an anomalous spatial gradient in initial soil moisture across 

the Mississippi Basin. In this case, changes in precipitation were attributed to 

alterations in circulation and atmospheric moisture transport, which acted to restore the 

imposed surface wetness gradient. 

It has been shown that both the magnitude and timing of an initial soil moisture 

perturbation will affect the resulting atmospheric response. Pal and Eltahir (2001) note 

a non-linear relationship between the magnitude of the initial anomaly and latent heat 

flux, with the highest sensitivity occurring between 25% and 50% of soil saturation. 

Below and above this range, wilting point and potential evaporation become respective 

limiting factors. Another factor affecting feedbacks is timing in the seasonal cycle. 

Conditions favourable for convective activity (i.e. summer) often exhibit greater 

responses to perturbations (Findell and Eltahir, 1997; Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Kim and 

Wang, 2007), but initial anomalies in early spring can persist and induce a precipitation 

response in later months (Kim and Wang, 2007). Regional climatic characteristics also 

affect atmospheric sensitivity to soil moisture. There is a weak relationship between 

latent heat flux and precipitation in arid regions because of low MSE and a high lifting 

condensation level (Guo et al., 2006). Humid regions, where moisture availability is 

not a limiting factor and evaporation is controlled more by radiation, also exhibit weak 

responses to changes in soil moisture. It is therefore the transitional zones, typically 
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semi-arid regions that are characterized by relatively humid, but conditionally unstable 

conditions that are most sensitive (Schar et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2006; Kanae et al., 

2006). The persistence of anomalously dry soils, however, is greatest in arid regions 

because low input of water limits the extent to which such a deficit can be mitigated 

(Dirmeyer, 2005, 2006). 

A further consideration for numerical experiments is the choice of model used to 

simulate the hydrological cycle. The strength of coupling between land and atmosphere 

varies according to the climate model used (Koster et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2006). 

Different parameterization approaches, particularly for PBL processes and moist 

convection will contribute to these discrepancies. 

Given current understanding of soil moisture-climate interactions, this paper explores 

specific questions concerning soil moisture initialization in regional climate simulations 

over southern Africa. It is known that large changes in soil moisture can affect surface 

energy fluxes and precipitation, but it is unclear how uncertainties in the initialization of 

soil moisture affect the seasonal evolution of the simulated climate. Global 

observations of soil moisture are generally sparse, with those in southern Africa being 

particularly poor. Gridded reanalysis products present estimates that are often used to 

initialize Regional Climate Model (RCM) experiments, but accurately portraying soil 

moisture is directly affected by large biases in precipitation as well as inaccuracies in 

modelling regional hydrology. Furthermore, reanalysis soil moisture fields do not 

necessarily represent the same sub-surface levels or ranges of soil wetness as the RCM. 

In the context of RCM experiments, an important consideration is how this uncertainty 

in soil moisture initialization is likely to affect the outcome of the simulations. 

This study investigates the sensitivity of southern Africa's summer climate to perturbed 

antecedent soil moisture conditions, as simulated by an RCM. The initial perturbation 

applied represents the difference between a reanalysis soil moisture field and one that is 

simulated by the RCM for that same time. This is therefore within the scope of 

uncertainty in representing soil moisture within the region. This paper seeks to 

understand whether such uncertainty may potentially have a significant impact on 

climate modelling and seasonal forecasts in the region. Furthermore, since the 

perturbation is not artificially uniform, it gives an indication of what feedbacks may 
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result from a "realistic" disturbance in soil moisture conditions at the beginning of the 

summer season. 

2.2 Method 

2.2.1 Model configuration 

The RCM used in this study is the fIfth-generation Pennsylvania State University

National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5; Grell et al., 1994). 

The model domain covers sub-equatorial Africa, including Madagascar, at a horizontal 

grid resolution of 50 km and 23 vertical sigma-levels. PBL physics are represented by 

the MRF PBL scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996) and precipitation by the Betts-Miller 

convective adjustment scheme (Betts and Miller, 1993). This confIguration was shown 

by Tadross et al. (2005) to be appropriate for the current domain and resolution. 

Atmospheric initial conditions, lateral boundary conditions and sea-surface 

temperatures are taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et aI., 

1996). The atmospheric model is coupled to the NOAH land-surface scheme (Chen and 

Dudhia, 2001a,b). NOAH consists of 4 soil layers and a single plant canopy layer. 

Three layers occupy the upper 1 m of the soil profIle and represent the root zone, and a 

deep storage layer extends below this to a depth of 2 m. 

2.2.2 Model simulations 

MM5 simulations are run to test the sensitivity of the model to the same perturbation in 

initial soil moisture at a) the beginning of Nov and b) the beginning of Aug. Two sets 

of simulations are carried out, named NOV _ INIT and AUG _ INIT. Each set consists of 

3 pairs of MM5 integrations. Each pair consists of 2 simulations initialized on the same 

date, but using different initial soil moisture conditions. For NOV _INIT, the three pairs 

are initialized on 1,2 and 3 Nov 1991 and run through to 28 Feb 1992. The differences 

in atmospheric fIelds between the initial dates introduce perturbations that can 

contribute to the RCM's internal variability (see Giorgi and Bi, 2000; Christensen et al., 

2001; Caya and Biner, 2004), so by using these different starting dates we account for 

some of the noise associated with the RCM's internal variability. For the NOV INIT 
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Figure 2.1: Percentage difference in initial soil moisture in layers 1 to 3 between NOV_SOIL _A and 

NOV _SOIL_B. Boxes denote regions discussed in Section 3.2: CENT (A), SW (B) and MAD (C). 

simulations the first member of each pair, irrespective of starting date, takes its initial 

soil moisture from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis as at 1 Nov 1991, whereas the second 

member takes initial soil moisture from the 1 Nov conditions of a separate MM5 

integration initialized on 1 Aug 1991. These two initial soil moisture fields are named, 

respectively, NOV_SOIL_A and NOV_SOIL_B. For AUG_INIT, three pairs of 

simulations are initialized on 1, 2 and 3 Aug 1991 and run through to 28 Feb 1992. 

Once again, three pairs of simulations are run to account for internal variability. The 

first member of each pair, irrespective of starting date, takes its soil moisture initial 

conditions from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis at 1 Aug 1991 (hereafter AUG_SOIL_A). 
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The initial soil moisture conditions of the second pair (AUG_SOIL_B) represent the 

volumetric difference between NOV_SOIL _A and NOV_SOIL _ B, imposed on 

AUG_SOIL _A. In this way the same volumetric soil moisture anomaly is applied at the 

start of both the NOV INIT and AUG INIT sets of simulations. 

The 1991/92 summer season was characterized by strong EI Nino conditions and 

widespread drought throughout much of southern Africa. Following previous work 

highlighting the role of land surface wetness in exacerbating drought conditions (eg. 

Hong and Kalnay, 2000; Pal and Eltahir, 2001), these dry conditions are likely to show 

a pronounced sensitivity to perturbed soil moisture. Test simulations for a season that 

experienced above average rainfall (1988/89) show that the 1991192 period does indeed 

display a stronger response to perturbed soil moisture. Soil moisture-precipitation 

feedbacks tend to be strongest in mid-summer, when convective activity is at a 

maximum (Findell and Eltahir, 1997; Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Kim and Wang, 2007), but 

a soil moisture perturbation occurring in late winter or spring may persist into summer 

and cause a delayed feedback (Kim and Wang, 2007). The AUG !NIT set of 

simulations is run to test whether or not this is likely to occur in the chosen model 

configuration. 

Figure 2.1 shows the percentage difference between NOV_SOIL_A and NOV_SOIL_B. 

Most of the central and northern parts of the continental domain and Madagascar show 

increased soil moisture in layers 1 to 3 (SMI :3) of over 20%, reaching up to and over 

60% in places. The south-west and north-eastern regions show reduced SM1:3 of over 

20%. Note the dry-wet gradient when moving from the arid south-western regions to 

the more humid central parts of the domain. This anomaly amplifies the existing 

climate gradients and its effects are discussed in Section 2.3.3. Also shown on the figure 

are boxes A, B and C which indicate archetypal regions of change from which data are 

extracted in later analyses. 

2.2.3 Spatial anomaly correlations 

As a simple measure of the influence of the initial soil conditions on the evolution of 

climate variables, spatial correlations r between the initial soil moisture anomaly and 

subsequent monthly anomalies are computed as 
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" "I i x . - xl y - y L.J L..., I,} ,I,} 

(1) 

where i, j, imax and jmax are the horizontal grid dimensions and their respective 

maxima; x is the monthly ensemble mean difference (between runs initialized with 

different soil moisture) of a selected variable, with the spatial mean of this difference 

for that month x ; and y is the difference between the two initial soil moisture fields in 

layers 1 to 3, with its spatial mean y. This computation is applied to land-surface grid 

points only. The explained variance ? gives a measure of the degree to which a 

variable's monthly mean difference and the initial soil moisture anomaly share common 

spatial variance. This measure is useful for identifying the strength of the local effects 

of the initial soil moisture perturbation, but does not account for any changes in surface 

variables that result from circulation changes. In the latter case, spatial variability is not 

expected to be similar to that of the initial soil moisture disturbance. Furthermore, this 

only evaluates whether the pattern of the initial perturbation persists in the spatial form 

it started, it does not allow that it may change over time and still persist, but in a 

different spatial form. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Mean monthly response 

Monthly averages of the ensemble mean difference of NOV _SOIL_A-NOV_SOIL_B 

are shown in Figures 2.2-2.4, illustrating how spatial patterns of selected variables 

respond to the initial soil moisture perturbation. A t-test was performed on the 

ensemble mean daily time series for each grid point to give a measure of the strength of 

the anomaly compared to day-to-day variability. The test statistic was modified to 

account for serial correlation following the method of Zwiers and Von Storch (1996). 

Positive (negative) differences that are significant at the 95% level are shaded in light 

(dark) grey. 
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domain. net:aus..: of their pn .ximity In the dnmain hound:wy :'Illd o.:nlh:.:quenl 

stls\:cptlbility to bounJary ctTC\:IS, thc!>e won', :,C d iscus~etl here. In :-.lov, dC\:fc:l."Cs in 

T2m of over 0.5 °C in magnilude O\,."CUf ovcr pans of An!,'o la, Zambia, Ihe lA:nlucfa tic 

Rcpuhlic of the Congo (ORe) and western TanZ'.mi". Thi~ cOl1"e~r\.lnJs to tl'(: in("rl.'ased 

latent heat flu :o:: of over 10 \V Ill! and decreased sensib l~ h.:at flux of :thoul 5 W m·2. 

l.alent (sensible) heat increases {decreases) of over 30 W 1l1~ (IS \V 111-:: ) in western 

Zambia resuit in negative temperature anO!ll:liie~ greater than I "c in 1Ilagnitud e. As the 

latent hC:1t !lux anomnlies weaken in the subscqucll! months. so the T21ll response 

bccomc~ ll){)rc fragmented. 

It i~ c k ar frO!\1lhc 300ve th:lt there is some relationship between the initial ~!atc of the 

so il ami .~urfhcc energy Ilux<:s in sUh.'-CqUCIlI Ill{lnths. For:t fUl1hcr evaluation of tht' 

r.:1:I1I\'<! sfrenglh of lhlS relationsh ip \\e U.-.e /) :!s defined III Section 2.2. 3. Th" gi\'~ a 

11lC".1Mlfe (If !he C01TI11l011 vari:mce shared hy the )opatia! p;1!h:rn ... of the illit1.11 Srvl 1:3 

anomaly al'.d monthly me311 :mumalies of sclected variilbles (Fih'un: 2 5). Rl'Cause of 

tbt: spurious CllCC1S ncaf the model bound:.IlY noted ;:,hove. all gnd cdls north of5 ' S ;1rI,~ 

discarded in the c;llcu!:tt:on of ,J .. Of the \":l.ria:' le~ shown, mon:hly SM 1:3 :l:lo:nalies, 

a~ cxpc.:I<.:d, show the ~tmng(.'St rcial ionshlp E.) thci r tmTI im:~~11 slale. The strength of 

the relationship decreases from ,~ >0.9 in ;'\'ov :0 <04 m Jaa and Feb. Latent anu 

sensihli.: heat !luxes cxhihit the next slmng~t CO!Telali.lIl to the initial soil llwisture 

disturbance. with'; decreasing from hetween 0.6 and 0.7 111 l\uv to <0.2 m Feb. T2m 

<llId the JK!iglll of the 1'131.. are link ed to the ini tial soil moisture co nditlort'i via ~eru;lhle 

heaL nux and have /. val ues of "'{1.5 for !\ov, decreasing to -. 0.2 in Dec. Changes in 

\!vaporatioll, ::IS eviJent in latent heal flux, aOecl toc humidity mixing rat io ::It 2m 

(Q2m). This has a relativel y high sensitivity to the initi:!1 soil l1lui"lUre in :-Jov (1'2 

hctween 0.5 and (1 (,). bill the rel:1tionshlp rapidly we:lken ... Illto Dec. most likdy uuc In :l 

higher proponion of Q2m being derived from moisture :!JvCCWHl. ra ther th,lI local 

\!\'3pofa tion. ;1\ Ihe mid-summer months. 
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The most notahl..: f"'SUIt here is that there i" no n: l ation~bip bctWCC11l!1ittni soti1lloisture 

;lIld prcl;ipit:ttioTl. This is II very important result whkh reveals that. for the full 

continenta l d<1ll1:lin. there is little or no direct feedback Ixtwccn antecedent soil 

ll1oi ~l ure alld loca l pn:cipitation. This is discussed furth er in the following se~·t;o ns 

2.3.1 Regiollal dllll"(lCleri.I'lic.\· 

Three " ... ,:,IS have been ~clcclC'd \0 exemplify regIOnal impacts of the soil moisture 

anomaly T hese nrc denoted by the OO:-:CS in Figure 2. 1 mId rcprc:>Clll u positl \c init ial 

:.oi\ wctlle!>.!' po:rlurb.nltln in a humid region (CEl\T). a 0('£.111\,(: inuial pcrturhat~oll in an 

arid region (SW), and a positive pcrturhalltJII m :. cllmale strong.ly 
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Figure 2.5: Common spatial variance between the initial soil moisture anomaly and monthly mean 

anomalies (NOV _SOIL_A ensemble mean minus NOV _SOIL_B ensemble mean) of soil moisture in 

layers 1 to 3 (circles), latent heat flux (triangle, apex up), sensible heat flux (+), temperature at 2m (x), 

humidity mixing ratio at 2m (0), precipitation (triangle, apex down) and PBL height (box with cross). 

influenced by moist maritime air (MAD). The daily evolution of selected area-averaged 

variables for these regions are presented in Figures 2.6-2.9. The broken lines are 

differences (NOV _A-NOV _B) for each of the three pairs of ensemble members and the 

solid line represents the ensemble mean anomaly. 

The magnitude of the initial SMl:3 disturbances are similar for the three regions, but 

subsequent evolution is quite different (Figure 2.6). In CENT, the anomaly steadily 
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Figure 2.6: Area-averaged time-series of soil moisture in layers 1 to 3 for CENT, SW and MAD. 

Broken lines are differences (NOV _SOIL_A-NOV _SOIL_B) for each of the three pairs of ensemble 

members and the solid line represents the ensemble mean anomaly. 
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Figure 2.7: As per Figure 2.6, but for soil moisture in layer 4. 
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Figure 2.8: As per Figure 2.6, but for latent heat flux. 
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Figure 2.9: As per Figure 2.6, but for precipitation. 
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tends toward zero during Nov and Dec, after which no trend is apparent. From the 

beginning of Dec, however, variability between ensemble members begins to increase 

considerably. The RCM's internal variability is clearly as important (if not more) 

during the mid-summer months as the antecedent soil moisture perturbation applied 

here. A similar degree of intra-ensemble variability is seen in MAD, but the ensemble 

mean anomaly tends to zero more rapidly (by early Dec). In the arid region, SW, the 

initial anomaly is negative and there is a slow trend toward zero during the simulation, 

but the disturbance is not completely mitigated. Given the low input of water into the 

soil, both temporal and inter-ensemble variability are low. 

Water storage in the deep soil layer (SM4; Figure 2.7) behaves very differently to 

SM1:3. In CENT, a small positive initial anomaly persists through to the middle of 

Dec, after which the signal is overwhelmed by intra-ensemble variability. In SW, the 

initial perturbation actually increases slightly. This could be due to either upward 

diffusion of water into layer 3, or a greater loss due to gravitational drainage at the 

bottom of the soil model than can be replaced by infiltration from above. Although 

MAD experiences a positive initial disturbance in SM1 :3, the corresponding SM4 

anomaly is negative. This initial difference is corrected for by the later part of Feb, 

largely through increased infiltration from the root zone. 

Latent heat flux (Figure 2.8) follows the same general patterns as SM1 :3, but variability 

is considerably higher. Although there is a persistent negative anomaly in SM1:3 in 

region SW, by Feb there is no latent heat anomaly. This is evident in the monthly mean 

plots discussed above (Figure 2.3) and can be explained by the top-layer soil moisture 

deficit being mitigated more rapidly than that in the layers beneath. 

The spatial correlations in Section 2.3.1 reveal that, for the full land-surface domain, 

precipitation shows no response to the soil initialization. Accordingly, the regional 

precipitation anomalies (Figure 2.9) show very high temporal and intra-ensemble 

variability, with no apparent bias toward either positive or negative anomalies. The 

greatest variability occurs in MAD, which explains the rapid dissipation of the initial 

soil moisture anomaly. Since precipitation is linked to soil wetness via changes in 

MSE, a simple evaluation of the dry and moist energy terms comprising MSE was 

carried out, using MSE = s + LcQ, where s = gz + CpT is dry static energy, Lc is latent 
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heat of condensation, Q is humidity mixing ratio, g is acceleration due to gravity, z is 

height, Cp is specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure, and T is temperature 

(Holton, 2004). For the three regions discussed here, both the dry and moist 

components of MSE show negligible change at all levels evaluated (900, 850, 800 and 

700 hPa). The changes in energy flux at the surface are therefore insufficient to alter 

the energy structure of the atmosphere. 

2.3.3 Effects across a dry-wet spatial gradient 

Figure 2.1 shows a distinct gradient of anomalously dry conditions in the south-west 

becoming anomalously wet toward the centre of the continental domain. This gradient 

reflects the existing climatic conditions of the region, where a transition occurs from the 

arid or semi-arid conditions prevalent over most of Namibia and north-western South 

Africa to the more humid climates of north-eastern Namibia, eastern Angola and 

northern Botswana and Zambia. This climatic moisture gradient is therefore amplified 

by the soil moisture anomaly. 

Georgescu et al. (2003) demonstrated how low-level circulation can be disrupted by an 

artificially imposed gradient in surface wetness. Resulting changes in moisture 

transport were found to act as a negative feedback mechanism and smooth out the 

gradient, thus restoring climatological conditions. Figure 2.10 illustrates how a similar 

process may operate in this experiment. Mean Nov SMl:3 anomaly is shown for the 

region of the moisture gradient, overlain by vectors indicating corresponding changes in 

10 m wind. Anomalous divergent, anticyclonic flow is apparent over the wet soils of 

western Zambia and southern Angola. This results in a relatively strong increase (of the 

order of 1 m S-l) in northerly winds in northern Namibia. Close to the transition 

between wet and dry soil is a distinct zone of convergence where the northerly flow 

meets weak south-westerly wind anomalies. The changes in low-level winds seen here 

can be attributed to air overlying the wet soils being cooled due to lower sensible 

heating, becoming negatively buoyant, thus sinking and causing divergence at the 

surface. Where the soil is anomalously dry, increased sensible heating results in 

positively buoyant air and hence surface convergence. This mechanism is similar to 

that responsible for the formation of a landscape breeze across a spatially heterogeneous 

land surface. 
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dissipation of this anomaly by transporting excess humidity from this location. This 

weakens the soil moisture gradient and from Dec onwards, the circulation changes are 

no longer apparent (not shown). 

2.3.4 Differences due to time of year at initialization 

Figure 2.11 displays? for each month of the Aug-initialized simulations. The initial 

SM1:3 anomaly persists strongly through Aug and Sep, with? >0.9, but from Oct the 

spatial relationship decays. Low rainfall rates during the early months of the simulation 

are largely responsible for the high values of? Because of this persistence, latent and 

sensible heat fluxes show a much closer relationship to the initial soil moisture 

perturbations during the fITst four months than is seen in the Nov-initialized simulations 

(Figure 2.5). Interestingly, however, there is no relationship between initial SM1:3 and 

T2m for Aug and Sep, but a weak correlation (? ---{).2) exists from Oct onwards. This 

suggests that T2m is determined more by radiative fluxes, rather than sensible heat 

fluxes, in the late-winter and early-summer months, and the influence of altered sensible 

heat fluxes on near-surface temperature only becomes apparent as the summer season 

deVelops. However, monthly mean anomalies of T2m are small in magnitude and not 

statistically significant (not shown). As is seen the Nov-initialized simulations, monthly 

mean rainfall shows no relationship with the initial soil moisture anomaly. 

2.4 Discussion and conclusions 

Simulations were carried out with the MM5 RCM coupled to the NOAH land-surface 

model to assess the impact of a specific perturbation in initial soil wetness over southern 

Africa. The applied perturbation represents the difference in volumetric soil moisture, 

at 1 November 1991, between the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis and an MM5-NOAH 

simulation initialised at 1 August 1991. The disturbance therefore represents the 

difference between two simulated representations of soil moisture: that of the NCEP

NCAR reanalysis and that represented within MM5. 

Of primary interest to most studies of land-atmosphere interaction is the soil moisture

precipitation feedback mechanism. The results of this experiment reveal that either a) 

the magnitude of the initial perturbation is too small, or b) land-atmosphere coupling 
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in the model used is too weak to result in any systematic change in local precipitation. 

Apart from local disruptions in circulation, such as that observed over an enhanced wet

dry soil gradient, no systematic changes in circulation are observed. Therefore, as well 

as having little direct effect on local precipitation, the initial soil moisture anomaly 

appears not to result in any indirect effects on rainfall through altered regional 

circulation. 

Effects of the initial perturbation on other surface variables are more readily apparent. 

The anomalous soil wetness is shown to persist for longer in the sub-surface soil layers 
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of arid regions and for a shorter length of time in humid regions with rainfall high in 

both magnitude and variability. Latent heat flux is strongly related to the initial soil 

moisture anomaly in the fIrst two to three months of the simulations. However, 

although monthly means of sensible heat and near-surface temperature show relatively 

high spatial correlations to the initial SMl:3 anomaly in the early months of the 

simulations, the magnitude of the temperature response is small. In the Nov-initialized 

simulations, spatial relationships between the initial SMl:3 anomaly and monthly mean 

surface climate are considerably weakened by the second month (Dec). For the Aug

initialized runs, however, a stronger relationship is maintained in the fIrst two months of 

the simulations (Aug and Sep), due to low rainfall rates at this time of year, which allow 

the soil moisture anomaly to persist. 

It is not clear to what extent the weak soil moisture-precipitation coupling shown in 

these experiments is due to the choice of ReM and its confIguration. Koster et al. 

(2006) and Guo et al. (2006) demonstrate considerable variability in the strength of 

hydrological coupling between different general circulation models. It is therefore 

likely that a different ReM will yield notably different results for a similar experiment 

to that carried out here. Furthermore, the same ReM with a different choice of 

parameterization schemes may also produce different results. Tadross et al. (2006) 

compared MM5 simulations using the Betts-Miller (BM) and Kain-Fritch (KF) 

convective precipitation schemes and concluded that BM tended to simulate rainfall 

events with a lower frequency and higher intensity than observed, whereas KF 

simulated events at a higher frequency, but lower intensity. By favouring convective 

events of greater magnitude and spatial heterogeneity, it is likely that BM does not 

adequately account for weaker events that may be more sensitive to local land-surface 

processes and local circulation changes. On the other hand, Georgescu et al. (2003) and 

New et al. (2003) find that changing the convective scheme did not have any major 

consequences for their results. In the absence of a comprehensive evaluation of land

atmosphere coupling for different convective schemes in MM5, it can therefore be 

reasonably assumed that the results obtained here are for the large part independent of 

choice of convective parameterization. 

A further consideration is the magnitude of the initial perturbation. The assumption 

made in this experiment is that the initial disturbance is within the range of uncertainty 
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of soil moisture representation for southern Africa. This order of magnitude is likely to 

be comparable to that applied in studies investigating the impact of "realistic" soil 

moisture initialization on model-predicted precipitation. For example, considering the 

impact of improved soil moisture initialization in different general circulation models, 

Dirmeyer (2006) found no gain in the predictability of precipitation and Koster and 

Suarez (2003) note only a very limited improvement in predicted rainfall. The results 

presented here are consistent with these findings and it can therefore be concluded that 

whilst the weak coupling between land-surface hydrology and precipitation in MM5 

simulations for southern Africa may to some extent be a function of the model 

configuration, it is also likely to be a realistic feature of the region's climate. 
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Simulated effects of anthropogenic vegetation change on southern 

Africa's summer climate 

Neil C. MacKellar, Mark A. Tadross and Bruce C. Hewitson 

Abstract: A regional climate model is used to assess potential climatic impacts of 

altering the vegetation of southern Africa from an estimated natural state to present-day 

conditions. The Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmospheric 

Research Mesoscale Model (MM5) is integrated from 1 Aug to 28 Feb for 1988/89, 

1991/92 and 1995/96 for two spatial vegetation representations: 1) potential natural 

vegetation as predicted by the Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model, and 2) 

current conditions given by the United States Geological Survey land-surface 

classification. Significant impacts on mean Sep-Nov (SON) and Dec-Feb (DJF) surface 

climate arise from the change in vegetation, the most notable of which is cooling over 

large parts of the continent in SON, which gives rise to increased large-scale subsidence 

and decreased moisture convergence. Resultant decreases in rainfall cause a 

hydrological feedback through reduced latent heat flux which mitigates the initial 

cooling and weakens the subsidence anomaly in DJF. The subsidence anomalies extend 

as high as 500 hPa, which has important implications for regional moisture transport 

over southern Africa. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Numerous modelling studies have investigated the effect of vegetation change on 

climate. In particular, tropical deforestation has been the subject of many General 

Circulation Model (GCM) experiments (eg. Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers, 1988; 

Nobre et at., 1991; Pitman et ai., 1993; Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1994; Hahmann and 

Dickinson, 1997; Semazzi and Song, 2001). Such experiments typically simulate the 

complete removal of all tropical forest, which is usually replaced by grassland or 

cropland. Although results vary, the experiments tend to agree that such extreme shifts 

in vegetation result in increased surface temperatures of as much as 40C (Dickinson and 

Henderson-Sellers, 1988) and reduced precipitation of up to 25% (Nobre et at., 1991). 

Local changes in surface climate are primarily due to reduced evapotranspiration (ET) 

which causes reduced latent heat fluxes, resulting in warming, and reduced local 

recycling of moisture. In addition to these local effects on surface climate, vegetation 

change can also alter regional atmospheric circulation, which may enhance or mitigate 

the local responses. For example, in an Amazon deforestation study Zeng et at. (1996) 

proposed a weakening of the Walker cell over the Amazon-Atlantic region, analogous 

to the atmospheric disturbances caused by E1 Niiio Southern Oscillation (ENSO). This 

disruption in circulation was attributed mainly to the radiative effects of increased 

albedo and consequent reductions in low-level moisture convergence - and hence 

decreased precipitation - over the Amazon. Furthermore, changes in the climate of 

regions not directly associated with a change in vegetation can occur through 

teleconnections. For example, Semazzi and Song (2001) ran a deforestation experiment 

for tropical Africa and proposed that changes in mid-tropospheric latent heating in the 

tropics could lead to changes in the trapped Rossby wave train that is initiated by this 

large-scale release of latent heat. Changes in the propagation of this wave were related 

to precipitation anomalies over southern Africa. 

Sensitivity experiments such as those above give valuable insights into the dynamics of 

land-atmosphere interaction, but are limited in that the vegetation change they represent 

is an extreme scenario. Although the extent of tropical forests is reducing at a rapid rate 

through human activities, it is unlikely that they will be entirely destroyed and replaced 

with grassland. Furthermore, land use change is not limited to tropical forests and 
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within southern Africa the change from savanna to agricultural land is arguably as 

important. An approach to evaluating more accurately the effects of land-surface 

change on climate is therefore to consider a change in vegetation that is within the range 

of observed land-surface alteration. This reflects more complex spatial patterns of 

vegetation change than complete deforestation experiments, and resulting changes in 

climate can be expected to be similarly complex. Using such an approach, Marshall et 

al. (2004) undertook a regional climate model (RCM) experiment that simulated the 

effects of historical land-use change on the climate of the Florida peninsula. Changes in 

sensible and latent heat fluxes at the surface were found to affect the nature of the sea

breeze circulation, resulting in a general decrease in convective rainfall associated with 

sea-breeze fronts. Considering the conterminous United States, Baidya Roy et al. 

(2003) investigated the effect of a shift in vegetation from estimated pristine conditions 

to a present-day state. Significant decreases in average July temperature occurred over 

the Great Plains as a result of the conversion of natural vegetation to cropland. This 

agrees with similar experiments conducted by Bonan (1997) and Pan et al. (1999), but 

work by Copeland et al. (1996) indicates a slight warming in this region. Baidya Roy et 

al. (2003) point out that surface climate can be directly influenced by vegetation change 

through altered surface energy partitioning (ie. changes in the Bowen ratio), but there 

are cases where direct effects are not clearly evident. In these cases, other factors 

influencing the energy and water budgets - such as cloud cover and moisture advection, 

respectively - become more important. 

Focusing on the African continent, Maynard and Royer (2004a) looked at the impact of 

a realistic deforestation scenario under increased greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing. They 

found that GHG forcing and land surface forcing tended to have the opposite effect on 

ET, such that increased ET caused by increased GHG concentrations was counteracted 

by reduced ET due to reduced forest cover. Changes in precipitation were thus of 

opposite sign, but the direction of temperature change was the same for the two forcing 

mechanisms. They also concluded that the vegetation changes were of insufficient 

magnitude to induce any significant changes in large-scale circulation. 

These experiments suggest that changes in vegetation have appreciable effects on 

regional climate and whilst several sensitivity studies have been done for tropical and 

West Africa (eg. Charney, 1975; Charney et al., 1977; Xue and Shukla, 1993; Xue, 
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1997; Hoffmann and Jackson, 2000; Semazzi and Song, 2001; Maynard and Royer, 

2004a,b), little or no work has attempted to investigate the effect of a realistic historical 

shift in vegetation on the climate of the southern African region. This study aims to 

address this deficiency by using a Regional Climate Model (RCM) to simulate the 

atmospheric response to a plausible estimation of changing the vegetation of sub

equatorial Africa from a pristine natural state to one modified by human land-use 

practices. 

3.2 Method 

3.2.1 Model configuration 

The atmospheric model used in this experiment is the fifth-generation Pennsylvania 

State University-National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5; 

Grell et aI., 1994). The domain was set to cover approximately 0° - 400 S in latitude and 

5° - 57°E in longitude (see Figure 3.2) at a grid resolution of 50 km and 23 vertical 

sigma levels. 

Land surface processes are represented by the NOAH land surface scheme (Chen and 

Dudhia, 200la). NOAH consists of 4 soil layers and a single plant canopy layer. 

Vegetation parameters such as albedo, roughness length and minimum stomatal 

resistance are defined according to the dominant vegetation class in each grid cell. 

Green vegetation fraction (fG) - defmed as the "grid-cell fraction for which midday 

downward solar insolation is intercepted by photosynthetically active green canopy" 

(Chen and Dudhia, 2001a) - is provided independently as a separate spatially 

continuous monthly climatology. Produced by Gutman and Ignatov (1998) from 

satellite-derived normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), it assumes that the leaf 

area index (LA!) - the total area of leaves in all layers of a canopy divided by the area 

of the ground beneath the canopy - is fixed at a value of 4. It is clearly unrealistic to fix 

LA! to represent a dense canopy for all vegetation classes, but this is done because it is 

difficult to derive both LA! and fG simultaneously from a single NDVI product (Gutman 

and Ignatov, 1998; Matsui et al., 2005). It can be argued that natural variability in fG is 

generally higher than for LA! (Chen and Dudhia, 2001a; Matsui et al., 2005), so the 

assumption made in NOAH is to leave LAI fixed, but allow fG to vary. Green 
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vegetation fraction is used as a weighting coefficient in the calculations of evaporation 

and transpiration, while LAI is a factor in the calculation of canopy resistance, and 

hence plant transpiration. All other vegetation parameters are independent of LAI and 

fo. Soil data is provided by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 

global classification. In the NOAH LSM, soil parameters determine hydrological 

properties such as field capacity and wilting point, which affect direct evaporation for 

the soil as well as plant transpiration. Surface albedo is defined according to land-use 

and is not altered by soil properties. 

Planetary boundary layer (PBL) processes are computed using the MRF PBL scheme 

(Hong and Pan, 1996). The Betts-Miller convective adjustment scheme was chosen to 

represent moist convection and precipitation (Betts and Miller, 1993). This is a semi

empirical approach whereby profiles of temperature and moisture computed by the 

atmospheric model are relaxed toward predetermined reference profiles. In MM5 

simulations for southern Africa, Tadross et al. (2006) found that the combination of the 

MRF PBL and Betts-Miller convection schemes tended to overestimate the magnitude 

of precipitation events, but better captured the phase of the diurnal cycle and interannual 

rainfall variability. Lateral boundary conditions, initial conditions and sea-surface 

temperatures are taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 

1996). 

3.2.2 Vegetation data 

Two representations of spatial vegetation distribution are used. Present-day vegetation 

is given by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) global half-degree resolution 

classification, whereas an estimate of potential natural vegetation is simulated by the 

Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (SDGVM; Woodward et al., 1995; 

Woodward and Lomas 2004). SDGVM is designed to predict potential natural 

vegetation from estimates of precipitation, temperature, relative humidity and CO2• The 

model includes subroutines for biomass, phenology, hydrology, carbon and nitrogen 

cycling, and dynamics (ie. transition between vegetation states). The 
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Figure 3.1: Domain-averaged biomass during SDGVM spin-up integration for a) C3, b) C4, c) evergreen 

broad-leaf and d) deciduous broad-leaf PFTs. 

resulting vegetation is predicted in tenns of six possible plant functional types (PFTs), 

namely C3 and C4 grasses, evergreen broad- and needle-leaf trees, and deciduous broad

and needle-leaf trees, as well as bare ground. 

For this study, the input variables of monthly precipitation, surface temperature and 

relative humidity are provided by the University of East Anglia's Climatic Research 

Unit (CRU) land surface climatology (New et ai., 1999,2000). Since the smallest time 

step in SDGVM is 1 day, the model uses a rainfall generator to create an artificial daily 

time series based on the CRU monthly total precipitation. Temperature is assumed to 

be constant throughout each month and minimum temperature is estimated from mean 

monthly temperature. Mean annual CO2 concentration is taken from a time series 

produced by the Hadley Centre for the period 1830-2100. Initial estimates of soil 

carbon and nitrogen are derived by integrating a simplified version of the model, 

consisting of the carbon and nitrogen dynamics and net primary productivity (NPP) 

modules, under a constant climate until an equilibrium solution is reached. The 
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resulting conditions are then used to initialize a spm-up integration using the full 

SDGVM system. At the start of the spin-up, land cover is set to represent an even 

distribution of all PFTs. CRU climate data is taken from the period 1971-1990 and is 

cycled repeatedly to provide input for a 500-year integration. C02 is set at a constant 

partial pressure of 29 Pa for the duration of the spin-up. The spin-up allows for 

vegetation structure to tend toward a steady state that tan then be used to initialize a 

subsequent SDGVM run. Figure 3.1 displays the evolution of domain-averaged 

biomass for the four PFTs relevant to the region (i.e. C3 and C4 grasses, evergreen 

broad- and needle-leaf trees). After 200 years, all types are at a near-stable state. 

For the final simulation, SDGVM takes its initial state from the output of the spin-up 

and is run for a 30-year period (1971-2000) with observed climate and C02. The mean 

proportions of PFTs predicted for this period are then grouped to approximate the 

USGS natural vegetation classes. This is done so that the same set of vegetation 

parameters can be used for both the USGS and SDGVM representations. The 

difference between the two vegetation maps thus represents a spatial shift in land

surface parameters, rather than a change in the values of the parameters themselves. 

Previous modelling studies have identified albedo as a primary controller of surface 

radiative fluxes (eg. Charney 1975; Charney et at., 1977; Dickinson and Henderson

Sellers, 1988; Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1994), surface roughness length (Zo) as a key 

parameter determining turbulent energy and moisture transfers in the boundary layer 

(Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers, 1988, Lean and Warrilow, 1989; Pitman et at., 

1993), and minimum stomatal resistance (RsMIN) defining the capacity for plants to 

transfer water vapour from their leaves to the air. The latter has not been SUbjected to 

much research, but is a potentially important parameter for forest vegetation that is not 

limited by soil moisture availability (Maynard and Royer, 2004b). Green vegetation 

fraction is not specified according to vegetation type and LA! is given as a fixed value, 

so these are therefore not altered in this experiment. Since these are important 

parameters in the computation of evaporation and transpiration, the effect of vegetation 

change on surface moisture fluxes is likely to be underestimated. 
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3.2.3 Model simulations 

The MM5 configuration described in Section 3.2.1 is used to run a suite of simulations 

representing the early- and mid-summer period of southern Africa. Three years were 

selected in order to encompass a wide range of synoptic forcing conditions. Since E1 

Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) exerts an influence on the regional circulation 

around southern Africa through atmospheric teleconnections, and other studies (e.g. 

Zeng and Neelin, 2000) have found land-atmosphere feedbacks to be modulated by 

interannual variability, the years were chosen to span this ENSO-induced variability. 

The years chosen are 1988/89, which was associated with a pronounced La Nina event 

and generally above-normal rainfall over much of the domain; 1991192, which 

experienced strong E1 Nino conditions and widespread drought throughout southern 

Africa; and 1995/96, which represents a transition between ENSO phases. For each 

year a pair of model simulations was run: one using the USGS land-use map (hereafter 

CURR) and one in which the spatial distribution of land-use classes was replaced by the 

SDGVM simulation presented above (hereafter NAT). The magnitude of the change 

from NAT to CURR represents a plausible approximation of the impact of human 

activities on the vegetation of southern Africa. Each of the three pairs of simulations 

were initialized at 1 August and run through to 28 February of the following year. 

Although this is a small number of simulations, comparison of the results for each of the 

three individual periods shows that the response of atmospheric variables to the 

vegetation change is similar in each case (not shown). It is therefore felt that increasing 

the number of simulations will not qualitatively alter the results of this experiment. 

Statistical significance of the difference between surface variables from the CURR and 

NAT simulations is given by the modified t-test of Zwiers and von Storch (1995). This 

method accounts for the occurrence of temporal autocorrelation in a time-series. A 

conventional t-test assumes observations to be independent of one another, but in a 

time-series of climate data, this assumption may not be valid. The method of Zwiers 

and von Storch (1995) estimates the number of samples that are independent of one

another by deriving an equivalent sample size ne as a function of the 1ag-1 correlation 

coefficient. This equivalent sample size is then substituted for the actual sample size n 

when calculating the t-statistic. Since ne is smaller than n, the modified t-statistic will 
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be smaller than a conventional t-statistic. The degrees of freedom are also reduced, so 

the critical t value is increased, thus giving a more conservative estimate of significance 

than the traditional method. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Model performance 

Precipitation given by the CURR simulations (i.e. present-day land surface) is compared 

to the Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) rainfall 

climatology of Xie and Arkin (1996, 1997) as well as CRU precipitation for the same 

period (Figure 3.3). The average for Sep-Nov (SON) for the three years shows that the 

model simulates the position of rainfall maximum over the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (DRC) and Angola reasonably well, but the peak magnitude in this region is 

much higher than observed. This can be expected given that the Betts-Miller convective 

scheme produces an amplified hydrological cycle (Tadross et al., 2006). However, 

estimated error in the CMAP analysis for this region is high (Xie and Arkin, 1997), and 

station coverage in tropical Africa is particularly poor, so there is likely to be 

considerable uncertainty in the observations here. Rainfall over the eastern parts of 

South Africa is well represented in location, but its magnitude is too high. A major 

problem with the MM5 simulation is an extensive area of high rainfall over the Indian 

Ocean to the north of Madagascar. This is not present at all in the CMAP observations, 

but as this occurs over the ocean it should not affect the outcome of this experiment. 

For Dec-Feb (DJF), MM5 captures the spatial distribution of rainfall well, but once 

again overestimates its magnitude over DRC and Angola. The eastern parts of the 

continent and Madagascar show fairly good agreement with the CRU observations, but 

magnitudes are generally overestimated by MM5. It is likely these large biases in 

precipitation may have some effect on the results of this study, so this should be noted 

as an important caveat. 

Simulated 2 m temperature is compared to the CRU land-surface temperature 

climatology (Figure 3.4). MM5 has positive biases of up to 4°C in places in SON. This 

is most evident in the tropics, whereas South Africa shows good agreement with 

observations. DJF temperatures are generally overestimated by MM5. Positive 
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FlgUTI' .1.7: As p..;r Fig\l re 35 ho;l jur pr~,;p;l~li{)n . 

significant change ill Sl~nsib lc h'-'1uing.. 1110.: o n~y Jlantmeler 10 change in tlw; region is 

R~\II "" wilich clccrl':lscs. 1 1~\l S reducing lr:uL.;p inli ioll and l!lten! heal flux. Gl\'Cn thai S I [ 

shows hulc clklllgc here, Ihe excess energy ,II the surf.lre is prolxlbly halanccd by an 

increase in em itted lon~'\vave radiation. 

III sO~, Icmpcraturt' at 2m above the suriace (1 2m; Figure 3.()a) cxperi':''11CCS extensive 

reductions of over U.5 c·c in IIx: central ~lI)d ca:-,Icrn parts of the continent and moq of 

Madagas~' a r. Thi~ IS cnnSlstcnl \','itil radiative cuo ling rc~u lt i ng from i l\t:rca~cd albedo 

over these regions. In DJF, Ihe decreases in T2m arc IIl()re frag mentt:d al ong the cast 

coa~ t when compured to SO:x, lik ely due to ilc t<.:rOb'ellCOlIS ..:hang..:s in lT1id -~umlllcr 

rainfall (sec hdow) <l nd conscquC!1I crl<1 nges in the Bowen ra tio. Small areas ,If 

incre:lsl!(i T2m OCClll" over southern DRC in SON and so uthern Z'1Il1h ia in O.1 F. 

Slgni lk:l ll \ negat ive anomal ies develop over eastern South :\frl..:a ;md in the far north

w .... sto.:m pans of till' domain in [)IF as a resull of reduced scn~ibk he at mg. 

The :iI'C:I.'i of increased T2m arc gcncmlly associated with dt'c:-c.:!scs in 2m watcr v;lpour 

mixing r.lllO (Q2m: Figure 3.61» . Extcns\\,c rcCu .... tions in 0 2:n arc $\.'\.'11 over ,he ce nlrc 

of Ihe contl ncnt in SON, shil!mg limher wulh j~ DJF. Thi:'sc deCfC'.lSCS 111 htHnidity 
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reflect a \\t!ah:llt!d hydrological cycle. which \\ 111 raise <;urface temperatlm: lilr('!ugh 

reduced 1:111.!1l1 cOlllmg Clnd increased solar radt<\ll\Jl1, f)ecrea::.es ill Q2m cmTe~rOl\d to 

the n.:gions of large reductlOlb In Lli. '1 hcsc carl therefore partly be du e to chang~s III 

land surface paramel..:rs, but changes m II)\V-!clld mois:urc ,uhectio!l m. morc 

indirectly. Challb'1.!S in r:lillfall ann Ihe stlbo;eqUCll t a'iilI12blli:y of m()1sture (01 local 

c\'aporalion (:ou ld also be dctcrrnming factors, This I!> dIscussed t11r1her III ~'Ct l(ItlS 

3.:\.3 and 3.JA N\'I 111ustmled here, hUI tnt::-l'C,ttng to note. I:> the fact thaI the slrtlngcst 

1l1\ d-~umll1er moi~ttJ1e anomaly o..:curs durtng the dunatologlca lly dry year (1991 /92). 

Although hy no r1WJllS ':(lI1Clusive, Ihis observJI;()ll suggest,> the potential role of the 

land-surface in cxucerbating drought condtllu n" . 

The resporLSC o f pn.:eipl t:lIlIlll (Figure 3.7/ i\ generally no;"y, but Sltllllfic:l:1t de.:rcasc--; 

of more than 2 ml\1 d"y" ar~ "'""'en (-'v..:r the stluthem ORe in SON ThiS dosely matches 

the reduced lalent he.1.t nux, increased sur ~a(.."C temperatures and reduced humidity seen 

III thi:. p<lrt of thc dO\l'lam )'Ill! only ntlt :('eahle dl<! l1 ge.., in DJF rainfal! arc \1.!(;11 o\cr 

southern ORe and Zambia where inerea!>es ill sur!hce ICmp:!r:llure are exp:!ricnced 

and northern Mo:ra illbiqu e. which mitigates the alhcuo-induced cooling in this area. 

The !>outh-wcstcnt parts of the continent do not expt:ricnce any noticeabk ch<lIlg~ III 

rainfall. <,0 it appears lh:l\ a lterat iun of surtl.H:e f]u>;cs by the bnd surface 10 Ihi~ region 

are nOl large enuugh tu f..:cJ bal~k to 10(011 pn.·clplta tiotl processes. 

A cell of incrcn ~..::d gcopotcntial height at the 7o{) hl'a level (I [7()(}: Figure 3.Ha) is 

dearly evident uvo.:r most of the sub-contin:!nt tor both SOI\ and DJF. The 1!111'it:vlltal 

extent of this anumaly ;\ greater in SUr"\' thom OJF and its eentre c() ~rC'Spt)lK.b to 

anom.l lou~ly <Jry and \\~tn n (oIlJ i tion ~ at t'1C <"urface. T he lIlcrease in g.cXlpotenlial 

height impJte:. anomalous subsidence and divCfgence. \\hich IS rcnCi.1cd by JllUca:.cd 

verti<-'al1y intcgrat<.'(! Ill\l isi ll re !lux divergence (M FD: Figure 3.8h) over SOUl hem DRC 

in SON and over parts of Angola. southcm DRC, Zamb;a. Mala\\·i and 1lorthern 

Mo/ __ ambiqu c ill DJF. ThiS reduction III mOlstul\: transport over the continent is the 

prtmary driver of the precipitation reductions ~"::CII in Figure 3.7. and is consistent with 

numerous studies that have sho\\n incrca,>cci albedo and decreased sU lt~K'C 
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Figure 3.8: Mean SON and DJF differences (CURR-NAT) for a) 700 hPa geopotential height and b) 

vertically integrated moisture flux divergence. 

roughness to result in reduced moisture convergence (Xue and Shukla, 1993; Zeng, et 

al., 1996; Xue, 1997; Hoffmann and Jackson, 2000). 

The vertical extent of geopotential height and water vapour mixing ratio anomalies are 

illustrated by meridionally-averaged transects taken between 10 and 250 S (Figure 3.9). 

Increased subsidence over the continent is clearly shown by positive height anomalies 

extending to around the 600 hPa level in SON and 500 hPa in DJF (Figure 3.9a). The 

DJF anomalies have a smaller magnitude and horizontal extent than SON, further 

illustrating particularly strong early-summer sensitivity to land-surface processes. The 

greater vertical extent of the DJF anomaly is likely due to weaker subsidence during 

mid-summer, which will allow surface perturbations to influence higher layers. 
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Figure 3.9: Vertical transects of mean SON and DJF differences (CURR-NAT) averaged between 10 

and 25 Os for a) geopotential height and b) water vapour mixing ratio. 

The vertical structure of water vapour mixing ratio (Figure 3 .9b) shows negative 

anomalies extending as high as 500 hPa, with a maximum horizontal extent around 700 

hPa. This decrease in atmospheric humidity reflects the increases in geopotential height 

and reductions in moisture convergence shown above. 

3.3.4 Surface energy and moisture budgets 

Four regions have been selected for a closer investigation of how the surface climate is 

affected by vegetation change: CENT (covering all land-surface grid cells between 4-20 

oS and 15-28 °E), EAST (4-20 oS; 30-40 °E), SOUTH (22-36 oS; 13-38 °E) and MAD 

(Madagascar). These regions are illustrated by boxes A-D in Figure 3.2a and b. 

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show monthly mean differences (CURR-NAT) for selected 

energy and moisture terms for each of the four regions. Although Aug is regarded as 
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Figure 3.10: Mean monthly differences of a) downward shortwave, b) upward shortwave, c) downward 

longwave, d) upward longwave and e) net surface radiation, and t) ground surface temperature, averaged 

for each of the four sub-regions. 

the spin-up month, it is included in the analysis for an idea of how the model evolves 

following initialization. 

Downward shortwave radiation at the surface (SW t; Figure 3.10a) shows considerable 

variability, but a general increase for all regions. The weakest response occurs in 

SOUTH, where only Jan sees an increase of notable magnitude. These reductions are 

linked to decreases in cloud liquid water (Figure 3.11f), and are consistent with other 

studies (Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1994; Xue, 1997; Maynard and Royer 2004a), which 

attribute increases in SW t to the effects of albedo change on cloudiness. A further 

consequence of reduced cloud cover is a reduction in downward longwave radiation 

(LWt; Figure 3.10c), which partially offsets the increased SWt. Reflected shortwave 

radiation (SWj; Figure 3.10b) increases as a function of increased surface albedo, but is 

modulated by changes in SW t. Consequently, the weakest response occurs in SOUTH, 

as this region experiences the smallest average albedo increase as well as 
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Figure 3.11: As per Figure 3.10, but for a) latent heat flux, b) sensible heat flux, c) 2m temperature, d) 

precipitation, e) evaporation and f) total column cloud liquid water. 

little change in SWt. Emitted black-body longwave radiation (LWj; Figure 3.l0d) 

varies as a function of the ground temperature difference (Figure 3.10f). The net effect 

on the radiation balance (Figure 3.10e) shows an overall decrease for all regions except 

SOUTH. These decreases are strongest from Aug to Dec, but are more variable in Jan 

and Feb due to changes in SW t. 

With the exception of SOUTH, latent heat flux from soil to atmosphere (LH; Figure 

3.11a) shows an overall decrease from Sep-Dec, but a weaker and more varied response 

in Jan and Feb. Reduced LH in CENT, EAST and MAD is attributed to both a net 

radiation deficit and reduced precipitation, which, respectively, lowers the amount of 

energy and moisture available for evaporation. Although these three regions experience 

considerable decreases in rainfall for Jan and Feb, mixed changes in net radiation result 

in the varied LH and evaporation responses. SOUTH, by contrast, experiences 

increased LH and evaporation for all months, but little change in either net radiation or 

precipitation. In this region the changes in surface energy and moisture fluxes can 

therefore be directly linked to changes in vegetation parameters, in particular RSMIN. 
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The increased evaporation causes cooling at the surface, but, as mentioned in Section 

3.3.2, does not show any noticeable feedback to local precipitation processes. 

Ground heat flux (not shown) has a negligible response, so the surface energy budget is 

balanced by predominantly negative sensible heat flux (SH) differences (Figure 3.1lb), 

resulting in reduced 2m temperature (Figure 3.11c). From Oct-Jan in CENT and MAD, 

and in Dec and Jan in EAST, ground temperature increases while T2m decreases. The 

increased ground temperature can be explained by reduced LH, whereas the decreased 

T2m is caused by reduced SH. The reduction in both LH and SH is consistent with 

reduced turbulent transfer caused by decreased Zoo In CENT, EAST and MAD, the 

largest reductions in T2m occur in Aug or Sep, with decreases of over 0.5 DC. 

Following this initial cooling, the magnitude of the difference steadily (or rapidly, in the 

case of CENT) decreases as the season progresses. As seen in the geopotential height 

field, which exhibits a greater response in SON compared to DJF, this initially large 

negative temperature difference in Aug and Sep will contribute toward a large-scale 

increase in subsidence over the sub-continent, which induces reduced moisture 

convergence over the continent. This leads to local reductions in rainfall, which 

mitigates the temperature reductions through decreases in latent heat flux. Because the 

extent of the reductions in surface temperature is reduced, the strength of the increased 

subsidence is weakened as the season progresses. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The aim of the model simulations presented here is to investigate the likely response of 

southern Africa's summer climate to a shift in vegetation from a potential natural 

distribution to present-day conditions. We used the MM5 RCM, run with two different 

vegetation distributions: a potential natural state as simulated by the SDGVM 

vegetation model and the present-day representation given by the USGS land-surface 

classification. Three separate 7-month periods (Aug-Feb) were simulated to incorporate 

a range of synoptic conditions associated with inter-annual variability. 

The climate response to vegetation change shows marked differences between SON and 

DJF, with SON being characterized by the strongest atmospheric response. This 

implies that seasonal synoptic characteristics play a role in modulating land-surface 
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feedback. The mechanisms responsible for how the atmosphere responds to the land

surface change differs between early and mid-summer and can be summarized as 

follows. In the early part of the summer season, particularly before the onset of rain, 

direct local effects of land-surface change are readily apparent and cause surface 

cooling. The primary driver of this cooling is an increase 'in reflected solar radiation 

due to increased surface albedo. The cooling initiates a change in circulation through 

large-scale subsidence, as indicated by increased geopotential heights in the lower- to 

mid-troposphere. A consequence of this is a reduction in moisture convergence, which 

leads to reduced rainfall in some areas. Resultant decreases in evaporation and latent 

flux at the surface act to mask out the radiative effects of the land-surface change by 

promoting an increase in surface temperature. The changes in rainfall thus have a 

negative feedback on the albedo-induced circulation change by mitigating the surface 

cooling, and the circulation anomaly weakens. The direct effects of the vegetation 

change on latent heat flux will also assist in this mitigating effect. 

The pronounced sensitivity of the early summer period· (SON) to land-surface 

conditions has major implications for the seasonal onset of rainfall, as was found by 

Hoffmann and Jackson (2000) for the southern African savanna. Prevalent synoptic 

conditions are likely to be of primary importance in controlling the atmosphere's 

response to land-surface change in SON, but as the rainy season progresses the role of 

secondary feedback mechanisms - particularly in the hydrological cycle - become more 

apparent. Such secondary effects come about through changes in circulation and whilst 

these were not evident in the future deforestation scenario of Maynard and Royer 

(2004a), this study shows them to be very important. The change in vegetation 

prescribed by Maynard and Royer (2004a) was not as extensive as that applied here, 

which partly explains the difference in results. 

A very important result for the sub-tropics is the vertical extent of the atmospheric 

response to land-surface change. Increased subsidence up to the 500 hPa level can have 

a marked impact on the dynamics of regional moisture transport dynamics. Further 

research is required for an improved understanding of these dynamics over southern 

Africa, and the results presented here provide a strong case that large-scale vegetation 

change, and other land-surface processes, should form an important part of such 

research. 
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Synoptic-based evaluation of climatic response to vegetation change 

over southern Africa 

Neil MacKellar, Mark Tadross and Bruce Hewitson 

Abstract: The results of regional climate model (RCM) simulations of the effects of 

vegetation change in southern Africa are analyzed to asses the role of synoptic forcing 

in land-atmosphere interactions. A self-organizing map (SOM) is used to identify the 

dominant large-scale features in the atmospheric boundary conditions used to force the 

RCM. The fields used to characterize the large-scale circulation are geopotential height 

at 850 and 500 hPa and total precipitable water between these two levels. For each of 

the patterns (nodes) identified in these variables by the SOM, the mean RCM-simulated 

response to vegetation change is evaluated. Notable differences are seen in the response 

of precipitation, near-surface temperature and geopotential heights to the land-surface 

change between different nodes. Conditions characterized by strong sub-tropical 

anticyclones and low atmospheric moisture show the greatest temperature and 

geopotential height changes and are most sensitive to changes in radiative fluxes, 

whereas precipitation and surface hydrological processes are more sensitive under 

conditions of weak subsidence and high levels of atmospheric moisture. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Changes in vegetation can have a marked impact on local and regional climate (eg. 

Charney et ai., 1977; Lean and Warrilow, 1989; Zeng et ai., 1996; Bonan, 1997; Pielke, 

2001; Narisma and Pitman, 2003; Marshall et ai., 2004). Most modelling experiments 

that investigate the effects of vegetation change on climate are concerned with the mean 

response of the atmosphere to land-surface perturbations over monthly or seasonal 

timescales. This is appropriate, as the seasonal cycle can modulate the effects of land

surface change by altering the radiation, moisture and circulation regimes under which 

surface processes operate. For example, Narisma and Pitman (2003) show large 

differences in mid-summer (January) and mid-winter (July) responses to land cover 

change over Australia. January experiences much larger reductions in latent heat flux 

(LE) than July, which leads to significant changes in temperature for the summer month. 

This is consistent with the suggestion of Koster et ai. (2006) that coupling between 

hydrological land surface components and the atmosphere should be strongest in 

summer because evaporation rates are at a maximum. Observations by Rabin et ai. 

(1990) reveal that influences of the land-surface on cumulus cloud formation are 

favoured under conditions of maximum incoming radiation and weak atmospheric 

forcing. Numerical simulations by Wang et ai. (1996) indicate that a stable atmosphere 

and strong synoptic winds suppress mesoscale circulations induced by a thermally 

heterogeneous land surface. Similarly, Chen and Avissar (1994) note that large-scale 

background wind can inhibit landscape-driven convective precipitation. In contrast, 

Weaver and Avissar (2001) demonstrate that landscape-induced circulations are not 

necessarily dependent on synoptic winds, and can in fact be strengthened depending on 

the orientation of the large-scale flow. Findell and Eltahir (2003a) employed a 1-

dimensional model to investigate how early morning temperature and humidity profiles 

are critical in determining the response of the boundary layer to altered land-surface 

fluxes. Findell and Eltahir .(2003b) extend this to 3 dimensions to show that differences 

in low-level wind strength and wind shear can suppress or enhance soil moisture

precipitation feedbacks and Findell and Eltahir (2003c) describe how the strength and 

direction of these feedbacks vary according to climatic region. It was also noted in the 

latter study that inter-annual variability is an important factor in determining potential 

land-surface feedbacks. Studies of land-atmosphere coupling in general circulation 

models also reveal much regional variability in the strength of this coupling (Koster et 
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al., 2006; Guo et al., 2006). Transitional zones between wet and dry regions (eg. the 

Sahel) are shown to be particularly prone to land-surface feedbacks. In addition to these 

spatial heterogeneities, Seneviratne et al. (2006) demonstrate that the strength of 

coupling between soil moisture and the atmosphere can be altered by a changing 

climate. They show that a northward shift of climate regimes over Europe under a 

future climate scenario causes a displacement of the zone of maximum land-atmosphere 

interaction. This is likely to be closely linked to changes in the synoptics associated 

with the climatic shift. It is therefore clear that prevailing synoptic conditions are 

important considerations for land-atmosphere sensitivity studies. 

A particular season has a characteristic mean large-scale circulation, but deviations from 

this mean, in the form of transient systems, often define the most significant weather 

events in that season (Tyson, 1987). In the context of land-atmosphere feedback, there 

is likely to be a marked difference in how the land-surface influences the atmosphere 

under conditions typical of the mean circulation when compared to individual synoptic 

perturbations. Seasonal mean atmospheric anomalies induced by land-surface change 

may therefore not reveal these differences. To better understand this, one can classify 

the time-series into its dominant synoptic circulation patterns, and consider the mean 

response of the land-atmosphere system under each of these large-scale forcings, 

irrespective of at which point in the seasonal cycle they occur. 

Synoptic classification methods have been widely used to characterize atmospheric 

circulation patterns and relate such patterns to local climatic features (see Hewitson and. 

Crane, 2002), but are not commonly used in the analysis of atmospheric responses to 

land-surface change. A possible approach to utilizing synoptic classification in a land

atmosphere sensitivity study is to derive a number of circulation patterns that typify the 

simulated time period and then evaluate the mean atmospheric response to land-surface 

alteration for each synoptic type. The advantage this has over monthly or seasonal 

means is that much of the daily synoptic variability within each type is removed, which 

can reveal a stronger land-surface signal during particular circulation types and allow 

one to more accurately identify the dominant processes contributing to that signal. 

A set of regional climate model experiments is described in MacKellar et al. (submitted; 

hereafter MS), which simulate the response of southern Africa's summer climate to a 
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change in vegetation from an estimated pristine state to present-day conditions. The 

present study extends the analysis of these experiments by employing a self-organizing 

map (SOM) to identify the dominant circulation types for the simulated time periods 

and evaluate the modelled response to the vegetation change based on these types. The 

aims are to 1) characterize the climate in terms of its synoptic circulation features, 2) 

investigate for each synoptic type the mean response of the atmosphere to the land

surface change, 3) establish what are the dominant land-atmosphere processes under 

different synoptic conditions, and 4) infer how these differences relate to inter-annual 

variability (ie. are climatic responses to land cover change greater in a dry or a wet 

year?). 

4.2 Data and method 

4.2.1 Land-surface sensitivity experiments 

Simulations of the response of southern Africa's climate to a shift in vegetation from an 

estimated pristine state to present-day conditions were carried out in MS. A brief 

description of the experimental configuration is given here. 

The fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmospheric 

Research Mesoscale Model (MM5; Grell et ai., 1994) was configured for a domain 

covering sub-equatorial Africa, including Madagascar, at a horizontal grid resolution of 

50 km. Land-surface processes were simulated by the NOAH land-surface model 

(Chen and Dudhia, 2001), planetary boundary layer (PBL) physics by the MRF PBL 

scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996) and precipitation by the Betts-Miller convective 

adjustment scheme (Betts and Miller, 1993). The National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis 

(Kalnay et ai., 1996) provided lateral boundary conditions and initial conditions to the 

RCM. Three 7-month periods (1 Aug to 28 Feb of 1988/89, 1991192 and 1995/96) were 

chosen to incorporate a range of inter-annual variability. These years are representative 

of La Nifia (1988/89), El Nifio (1991/92) and neutral phases of the El Nifio Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO). A pair of MM5 integrations was performed for each of these 

periods, one using an estimation of natural vegetation distribution simulated by the 

Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (SDGVM; Woodward et ai., 1995; 
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Woodward and Lomas, 2004), and one using the present-day classification given by the 

United States Geological Survey (USGS). 

The SnGVM output was classified so as to be comparable to the USGS natural 

vegetation classes. The two vegetation maps are shown in Figure 4.1; the difference 

between them can be interpreted as an approximation of land-use change due to human 

activities. In MM5, this vegetation shift translates into a change in parameters such as 

albedo, roughness length, minimum stomatal resistance and rooting depth. Leaf area 

index is given as a constant for all classes and green vegetation fraction is taken from a 

separate, spatially continuous monthly climatology, so these two parameters are not 

altered in the experiment. It is therefore likely that the effects of the vegetation change 

on evapotranspiration are underestimated. 

4.2.2 SOM analysis 

The Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm (Kohonen, 1995) is becoming a 

popular tool in climate research, and has been used in the study of climate change and 

variability (Main, 1997; Cavazos, 1999, 2000; Cavazos et al., 2002; Tennant and 

Hewitson, 2002; Hewitson and Crane, 2002; Tadross et al., 2005; Tennant and Reason, 

2005; Thomas et al., 2007), identification of climatic regions (Malgrem and Winter, 

1999) and both up- and downscaling of atmospheric data (Crane and Hewitson, 2003; 

Gutierrez et al., 2005; Hewitson and Crane, 2006). A SOM is a type of artificial neural 

network which identifies a user-defined number of nodes that represent commonly-. 

occurring patterns in a multi-dimensional data set. A SOM does not make any 

assumptions about the statistical properties of the data and seeks to span the data space 

so that nodes tend to cluster where there is more data. A strength of SOMs is that they 

are able to recognize non-linear relationships within a data set. The map is trained in an 

iterative manner, such that each node or reference vector is weighted by the input data 

vectors that most closely match that node. Additionally, each node is also weighted by 

adjacent nodes in SOM space so that, rather than define discrete classes, a SOM treats 

the input data as a continuum (Hewitson and Crane, 2002). SOMs have proved to be an 

attractive alternative to other data-mining algorithms. For example, Reusch et al. 

(2005) compared the performance of principle component analysis (PC A) 
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Fi~ur. ,,\.1: Xa,ur11 (SDGVM ) and pr."ent-day (USGS) iaroj , urf",. repl""'TllOlioo, ",eJ by :>iocKdlar 

"t al. (, unm ilLed) ;n ,im uia'"lTl., of ,-illna l;" '''''ll<'n.," to wgeta(lon ~h"nge_ I.and ,"{I"er claSS"' or" 

c;crgrttn br.,nd-Icaf (b BII. do,-iJunu, "TOau_loal (J)(:BII. mncd Ii"", (MI<Fm). ",,-anna (San 

,h]'uhiood (Slmlb) . ~"""land «(;"""1. cmp b1!lu (empl- mo >a;" or ~TOp hr>:;l ~nd n.,ural yc~ct"t i ()n 

(C,."p/l\a<j"OO 00=1. 

versus a SOM and cooci",kd Ihm the SO-'1 mort' XCLlntlei)' idcnl ili eci lmdcrl)'i ng 

p;ltt~n1S in the input d;lt;!. 

for this stud)'. a SOM is tramed on dai ly average, of the NCEP-:"<CAR fields. for the 

full cxpcrimenw] dom~in. from which tx)Undar)' conditions for the three time periods 

Slmulatcd by MM5 were t~ken. E:.lCh day is thert:efore mapped to <I p<lrticular SOM node 

and lS a,~()ciat ed with the same day of the MM5 siml.ll~tJons for bo[h [he natl.lra l and 

present-day land sUiface classilications. In this way the mean resp:mse of atrnosphenc 

variables 10 the im posed v~getal j on ~hang~ can I:x: e\'aluatcd for e~ch SOM nod~ (i.e. 

each s)'noplic type). The vari2ble~ selected for the trairnng pmcedl.ll1: are 850 and 500 

hPa gcopotcntia l heighl and 100ai preclpitah le \,ater hetween 850 and 500 hPa. 

Ge<.lpolential heights al the two chosen ie\'c is arc commonly used 10 characterize t h~ 

ci rculation o\er southern Africa ~s they reflect baroclinic mid-latitude and barotropk 

suh--t ropic~1 and lropic ~l systems well (eg. Tyson 1987), Prec ipit~ bl e water indic ~tes 

the pmi tioning of the inler- trorical convergence mne (ITCZ) ~nd regional moistl.lrt: 
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features over the continent, which are closely associated with adjacent oceanic 

conditions and the seasonal cycle. This minimal number of input variables adequately 

defines the important circulation and moisture features of the domain. For input to the 

SOM, each variable is standardized according to the variable's mean and standard 

deviation in space and time (i.e. for all grid points, through all timesteps). This 

preserves spatial patterns better than a grid-point by grid-point standardization. 

The software package used is SOM_PAK version 3.2 (Kohonen et al., 1996). The 

software allows for various parameters to be set by the user. One of the most important 

is the size of the SOM array, as this determines the degree of generalization within the 

SOM. Deciding on the size of the array is entirely subjective and depends on the level 

of detail that is desired in the definition of each archetype. Crane and Hewitson (2003) 

show that results are largely independent of SOM size, with only the degree of 

generalization being affected. A further consideration is the number of data samples 

that will map to each node, which decreases with a larger array size. If the number of 

samples is too small, interpretations for that particular node may not be robust. After 

testing 5x4, 4x3 and 3x3 rectangular array configurations, it was decided that the 4x3 

array adequately captured the variability in the driving synoptic circulations without 

over-generalizing. An example of over-generalization would be a case where the nodes 

simply represent the seasonal cycle and do not reveal intra-seasonal synoptic 

perturbations. The procedure to train the SOM begins with a random initialization of 

the SOM array, followed by a two-step training process, with the second training run 

having a smaller learning rate and reduced update radius than the first. Test runs with 

different learning rates and update radii revealed that altering these parameters had very 

little effect on the both final SOM classification and the average error between each 

SOM reference vectors and its associated input data vectors. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Circulation types 

Figures 4.2-4.4 illustrate the patterns identified by the SOM in the three variables 

describing the synoptic conditions used as boundary conditions by MM5. The nodes are 

referenced by two numbers according to their position on the 2-dimensional SOM 
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850 hPo gecpc lentiol ht? iqht (gpm) 
.. =c- .~ u 

• ~ i gll rl! .J.2: P:lllerns Idcmdicd h} the SOM for NCEp· NCAR 850 hPJ go,."\lpolcnll ,,1 heIgh: reanal~M~. 

The SO;..·! " ,r ... inl:d on dail) a\crag.> fmm 1 AI.!! :0 ~[\ F-eb 1988/)\<). 1Q9 IJQ! and 1'>951%. 

array. The first (gttond) number denotes r.;olumn (ruw) p~ition. beginning at O. such 

that node 10.OJ is pm;itiuned in the bottom left comer and node 13.2] is at the top ri ght of 

the array. At 850 hPa (Fi gure 4.2). conditions rcpresentmg the strongest subsidence in 

the su b·tropics OCClll" on the left -hand side of the SOM array, as indicated by strong 

Suuth Atl antic and South Indian anticyclones. The strength of this subsluem:e decreases 

frum left 10 right and lOp to ho1tom across the SOM . such Ih~ 1 :11 node [3.0) the sub

tropical anticYl; lones an: weak esl and 10\.\ pressurc~ dominate the cenlre of the 

CQntin&;ni. Mid-Iatituue depressions have a stron£ p:'cscnce in the hotto m row of the 

SOY! , I'out shift sQulhw;lrds 10w,II'<I Ihe lOp of Ihe ;Wnl y. AI 500 hP.:. (pi£urc ..J. .3). a 

.;imilar slu !"t ill mid-latitude systems acro<;<; the SOM arr.JY IS :-cen. AI !hi.; level a mid

I;l1iwdc Irough IS ptlsil10ned to the south- ..... esl of the cont inent in m;my nodes. two 

nOlal"lle exception" !leing nodes 12.0] and [ ~.OJ. \\herc a trough is present towards the 

suuth-east. An l'xtcllsi\c mld-troposphenc ridge occurs over the contmcnt m thc nodes 

on Ihe left ·hand side of the SO\1 space. \\hich weaken.; tow,mlthc bottum right. The 
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500 hP a ge opote "). ~ti~O~' ;~~~(~g~p~m",-) 

Fi~urc 4.3: I\ ~ Il<:f Figul\: 4.2 hUI iur ~OO hP:t gCOp"-'l cn' ~\l1 hci~\. 

associaletJ moi sture conditions (figure 4.4) ,10 Ihe Icfl o f the SO\l1 re nce t dry conJ itiuns 

o vcr most o f Ihe sub-continent. with maximum moisture occUlTing in the nonh-western 

part s of the dllmain . T his patlcm is consi<; tent with a nurthe rl y uisplacement of the 

n e7.. with the ('ongl) Air Buundary (CARl extending from cent r;.l An gnl a to nort h 

e:l1;tCtl1 Democratic Republic of the C0ngo. which is typical o f wintcr months (Van 

l-leerden :mu TaljaarJ. 1998). Levels of precipit able water im:rc ase to the trip-right of 

the SOM. where node (3.2 1 shows the highest moisture con(Ctll , )Ve t' thl! contincnt. Thi s 

reflects the mure southerly positioning of the C AB and southward ex tensi on of the 

ITCZ nver the easte rn p:ut or the contincnt. whic h occurs in s umme r (Van Heerden and 

Taljaard . 1998 ), Sume regiun:.l variabi lity i~ also eVIden t in the differem node~. For 

example. the maxi mu m preci pitable waler in node [3.21 is olccomp.micd hy <: relati ve ly 

strong South Indian Anticyclone. Movi ng down the an~y to noLle); [J. 11 and 13.01. Ihis 

anticyclone weakens and the moisture over the cont inent is n.:ducco slightly. 

The p.Jlle rns idc ntifieo hy the SOM generally IOdic' Jt c conditions typ!t:a l of winter on 

the Icft -h:lOd side. whereas the ri ght-hand side repn:scnls su mme r-t ype pal1crns . 
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Prec ip itable water: 850hPa - > 500hPo (mm) 

~ ~V7~ 
l':\~~.a:-A 

'" 
" 
" 

Featu res such as the South indian Ant icydollc and nlld-!<l,it ude weste,ly di sturbances 

show van allons from top to bottom In the .1rray. and hence act 10 modul;'! lc the seasonal 

c(lnd i tion~. This pallcm is more evident \~hen one con<;iders the time of ye'lr the nodes 

tend to occur. which is illustmted by the mcdi:ln date of occurrence for each node 

(Figure 4.5). Seasunal evolution is clearly evident for the thl'ee rows of (he SO Y! . In 

the top row. for e :o.ample. node [0.2] (furthest left on the SU M) oce\ll'S earliest in the 

time series and as one moves to the right of the SOVl, nodes [1.21. [2,2] and [3.2J occur 

progressively Joller in the season. There i~ llllIch less vari ation in median date of 

occurrence when moving from row to row m the same column. 

DiITcren<.·cs in the synoptic d l <lr ... cteristics ('If the three <;imulaled periods arc ill ustrated 

by the frequency o f occurrence of eadl SO\l1 node dunng each period (Figure 4 .6). O f 

part icular interest is the cont rOls t octwccn the \\et (198Si89) 1.111<1 dry ( 1991192) years for 

certain 1lodes. ~odes [1.21 and r2.2J occur morc flcqucntly 111 1991192 and represent 

relativcly strong anticyc lon ic c irculation over the Indian Occan 
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Figure 4.S: ~1 cdi:l n d~tc of 'lCcurrcnct: of ca.:h SOY! m"h: ti)r each (,f thl: ~im(d:llcd J!CO(),j,. 

;lnd ~nuth -caslcrn pans of the t:Onlinent. wupkd with high gcopolcnl iu] heights over the 

centre of the continent al SO() hPa and relative ly low prccipi tabk water. The median 

dales:ll which these nodes occur [Figure 4.5) are in [:lIC' Ot'wber or early Novem~r for 

node 11.2J and laIc December ore:Jrly hrluar~ for node 12.21. j\ high frequency of these 

c ircul .. tioll types during the cm·Jy and middle pan of Ihe r;tiny SC;lson I:>. likely 10 he an 

imp0l1anl contributor 10 beluw-:tver.lge T:Jir;fall a1 these panieu!;.r times. The most 

nolahlc ch ffcrcnct! JIl freq uencies is seen for node 13, 11 . where it occurs on 28 days in 

1988/89, btlll)nly 7 limes in 1991/92, The ~ynnrlic re;il urc ~ a ...... ncimcd with this nndc 

lire hi gh levels of precipitahle water over the continen t. weak 
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(0,2) [1,2) [2.2) [3,2J 

[0, I) (1 ,1] [2,1 J [3,1 J 

(O,O( (1 ,OJ 12.0] {J .O) 

~ " 

§ ;~DD~ 
"' iAll r~ ".ft: FrcqlK:nl'Y of occurrence of each SOM node in ca:.:h n! the rhrt.'C ~ lfl1u r~ r cd periods. 

suh-tropic:l1 ,tIll icycloncs and a mid-lat i tude trou gh po"i tioncd 10 the south of the 

continen t. Sm.: h condit ions arc conducive 10 the formati on of (ropical ' lcrnpcr<ltc troughs 

(TITs). which arc responsible for much of SOUlh Africa's summer rainfall (Tysun 1987. 

V'ln Ikl' luen & Taljaard 1 99S). The median dale of occurrence for th l., node is in late 

IA-c ( 199]ft)2) or latt' Jan ( 1988/89) and ils low (high) frcq ucn;.:y in 199 1192 (1988189) 

is likely to nc a major C:JU."C of below (abo ve l average rJ lI1 f;,li over the sout h·eastern 

parts o f the conl incnl. 
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"'i~lIr~ ~ .7: J.t':~'''I1~ sclcclcd fOlr ana lysil>. with C'Orr~?O!'lding change!> in a llx.-d .. (alb). Il)u~h rtcs~ Icn!! lh 

rLO) and 1n!!lInlllm shulla1,,1 rcsbl;m.:e (R~1lli n) 

4.3.2 LfIIlll-.\"l/r/ace respolIsl! 

I laving di scussed the simulated lime periods with respecl to their dominant synopti c 

features, we now evaluate the atmospheri c rcslx)[lse 10 ':eget&lion change under 

prevail ing conciiliol1:O; described by each of these synoptic Iype"_ The mean difference of 

si nm l,lIcd MM .'i fi el ds using Ihe current land surface, and MM.'i fi el ds llsing the natura l 

land surf .. ce arc computed fo r c,ll'h SOM node. Since the SOM cl;lssification is 

pcrfonncd for the utmosphelic_ hound:.!!)' forcing. ratner than the M\15 output , the nOl.les 

represent (he samc days si mulmcd hy MJvI5 fo r both the n:.l!urul and p~c.:III- tl:lY 

vege(;l(ion. Three regions have ocen sciccletl to llCst i lluSlrdle the~ differences. two 

heing s ituated in the tropics and one in the !>uh-trnpics. Each locat ion IS char<.lclerized 

hy spatially coherent responses in surface \'.miables su.;h <IS 2 m tem pe rature (1101 
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show n). Thei r names and locatiuns arc dcll ncd <IS: CENT ( 10 - 2{) ')S, 18 - 28 "E), NE 

( 10 - 20 "S. 28 - 40 °E) and SE (25 - 33 "5. 23 - 3) <t). The regions. as wcll as their 

corresponding avcr.lgc changes in alhedo. roughncs~ length (20) amj mini mal stomatal 

resistance (R:.Mt",) arc sho\ ... n in Figure 4.7. These three pilmmcte rc; have impli ciltions 

for radi;ui vc and tumu lcnl l1 uxcs at the swfacc (albedo and Zo. respectivcly). anu 

canol)Y tr:-mspirat ion (RS~ II ;i ) and are referred tu in tht: discussion on energy budgcts 

oclow. 

Anoma lies of temperature at 2 m above the surface (T2m ) avcraged for eaeh node arc 

shown in Figure 4.8a. As a measure of the re lative strengt h of the anomalies. a signal 

to-T\oise ratio (S:-.IR) hus been computed as the absolute mean anomaly divided by the 

st:mdard devi ation of the anomalies for each nude and region (Figure 4,8]). In regio n 

CEl\Fj·. th e nodes in the left-hand column of the SOM ,uTay show clear negali ve 

responses llf grcol tCr than 0.5 Uc in ma~ni ludc, The SNR shows the signal to be on ly 

.iu:. t greate r in magnitude than the noise component (i.c. SNR j ust oye r I). For the other 

nodes the signal oycr Ihis region is weak. The NE region also indicates a higher 

respo nse wit hin nodcs on thc left of Ille array. wi th differences appro;Jchin g ~ I °c and 

S:-":R dose to 3. The sign .. 1 weakens considernbly towanJs the right o f the array. Dry 

and stable condit io ns Iypical of winter and sprint; arc thcrefore associated with the 

slrongest re sponse of TIm to changes in vegetation in thesc two rcgion~. In contrast. 

the SI! region has a relatively uniform negative responsc for all nodes. mostly between -

0.4 ,md -0.6 "c. but less than -0.6 °C for nodes l2.2J. [3.21 and [:'l.ll . SNR for these 

nodes is approximately 1.5. SE therefore exhihit'i thc strongest response under 

conditions of high atmospheric moi sture which lypictlily occur during latc summer. 

The weakest response of precipitation to the vegetation changes (figun.: 4.90,1) occ:urs for 

the dry. stablc synopt ic states on the Jcft·hand side of the SOM. As lhe nodes occOine 

representat ive of weUcr cond itions occurring latcr in the scason. the preci pitat ion 

changes inc rcasc in magni tude. Region l'\E displays the greatest v"ri"ti\ln in magnitude 

acl1)SS Ihc SOY1 . rJnging from nu (·h'lIl~e in the lefl -huml cohunn to decreases of o\'er 

1.5 mm d::Iy"1 in the right -hand colu mn. SE experiencl's lillie (.;hange in r.tinfaU. S:-.IR. 

however, is less than 0.8 for all regions across all nodes; evcn the large mean decreases 

seen in region :-.IE on the \cft of the array arc less th ;m half or onc swndard devialion 

(Figure 4.9b). 
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Figurc 4.8: R.::.ponloC or 2m temperature (0(") In be..! "Ilrf.ll:c d \imgl! m..ccr di rlcrcnI ~) 1I.'ph~' fun;ing. 

(3) nirrcrcn.:c~ hch',cc n MMj nUl with rurrenl laml surl:l":C arlll \1M5 mu wilh nallU"J I land surf:1CC 

mapped !(I each SOM node, area.averaged fur the [hTCC selected fe~i"lls. (b) SIj;na l 10 T1I,lise ru lio 

calcul:.IIcd as absolute mea n ~ nnmaly di vided by sl<lndard dCl'i:llinll "r ani lrnalit.'S 1M node. 
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T he effccts of the lun<.l -surfuce chuoge on ci rcul ation lS illu st r:ilCd by 850 hPa 

geopotcnlial hei ght (z850) differences (or cach node (Figure 4. 10). Posi ti ve anomalies 

occur in a l! noc..k:s. hut the'. strength and sp1ltial coherence dccrc;lses from left to righ t 

across the SOM. T hiii pallcm corresponds to Ihal shown by sUlfilce tClIlper;lture in (hat 

the largc."1 tempe rature decreases are assodated wi th the m(lst pronounced increuscs in 

/.850 , Relating these changes 10 the patten1s sho wn in Fi gure 4 . 1 suggest that for the 

nodes in lhe left-hand half of the SOM, ex isting suhsic..k:ncc is en hanced in the south

eastern parts of Ihe continent. The strongest increases in z850 , however, OCcur a vel' the 

centre o f the domain ;lnd are therefore li kely [0 cause redul.;ec..l convergence over much 

of the subl.;ontinent. The right-hand ha lf o f the array, dCii pitc cxpcli encing a smaller 

change in .£850. docs suggest a weakell1ng of the low pressure centred over southem 

All gola. which hitS important imp licalions for moisture Iran:-. pon and preci pll<ltillI1 in the 

sub-lropie..:s. The vcrti e..:a l CKtcnl of lhese circu lati on anomalies is shown by a cross

section of gcopolcn lial heighl dilTerences. me!i dion[l ily averaged [)ctwccn 10 aou 25 Os 

(ri gure 4 . 11). The nodes in the lefl-hillld col umn of lhe a:Tay (represent!ng win ter-type 

condilions), which eKpcliencc the greatest Ic.m per-.lIure decreases. show the strongest 

and most vert ica ll y co nfined heighl 1l1l0 1ll1.1I y ovcr Ihe cOnl inen \. St rong mid

troj)t>s phcric subsidence characteristic of winter Illonlhs con lines the anomaly to below 

700 hPa. The increases in geoptllenlia l hei ght will act to en hance stahilit), in the lower 

at mosphere. To the..: light of the SOM. the he ight anomalies progressive ly weaken in 

magnitude. but increase in vertical ex lent The dec rease in m'!gnilLldc corresponds to 

weaker negat ive T2m anomalies (i.e. less surface coo li ng). SO :lS synopti c conditio ns 

fUl1her promOte veltical mix ing, the surface pel1urhation extends to higher level s hut 

weaken s in magnitude, 

-1 .3.3 SIII.jtJ(,(' n lf'rgy alld //lo iS/lin' hllla/lces 

The ch:Ulges in T2m. l'l1 infall and geojX)tential height arc :t rcsu h of changes in the 

energy and moisture hudgCL .. at (he sUiface. To ill uslI'at e ho ..... Ihesc rei llc to synoptic 

conditions we haVe selected t\\'o nodes (I(),21 and f3.01) Ihal are mOSt di ssimllur in tcnns 

of both Iheir syno pt il's and the response of the surface energy h~llancc to the vegetat ion 

change. Node [0.21 represents dry condi tions ..... ilh stmng anticydonic circulation in the 

su l>-II't)pics, whereas node r3,OJ is characterized by humi d cond iti\lIls <lnt! weak suh-

Irt)pical ant icyc lones. Figures 4.12 :.lnJ 4. I 3 show the surface ene rgy 
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Figure 4.10: Differences, for each node, in MM5-simulated 850 hPa geopotential height between MM5 

run with current land surface and MM5 run with natural land surface. 

tenns for the three regions defined above. Ground heat flux, which is the final 

component of the surface energy balance, shows negligible change, so is not shown. 

Hydrological tenns are not explicitly illustrated, but are discussed where appropriate. 

Of the four radiation tenns in node [0,2] (Figure 4.12), the most consistent change is an 

increase in upward shortwave radiation (SWj) because of increases in albedo in all 

three regions. However, net radiation is influenced by changes in the other radiation 

tenns that are small as a percentage, but are of similar magnitude to the increased SW i. 

Region CENT experiences a considerable increase in downward shortwave (SW L), 

which can be largely attributed to a 6% reduction in cloud liquid water (CLW; not 

shown). This is in tum primarily due to a 27% increase in vertically integrated moisture 

flux divergence (MFD; not shown), which is consistent with the strong subsidence 

anomaly seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The decrease in downward longwave radiation 

(LW L) in this region is partly due to reduced atmospheric 
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Figure 4.11: Latitudinal profiles of MM5-simulated geopotential height, averaged between 10 and 25 

oS. Values are differences between MM5 run with current land surface and MM5 run with natural land 

surface. Vertical coordinate is pressure (bPa). 

moisture content, but is also linked to cooler temperatures in the lower troposphere (not 

shown), both of which contribute to reduced atmospheric longwave emission. Although 

the effect of increased albedo on SW i is the primary forcing mechanism on the 

radiation budget, secondary feedbacks affecting the other radiative terms mask this and 

net radiation received at the surface consequently increases by a very small amount 

«1 %). A small precipitation deficit (0.2 mm dai l
) results in a small reduction in latent 

heat (LH) and small increase in sensible heat (SH) fluxes. 

Region NE is affected least by changes in atmospheric moisture. CLW increases by 

<1 % and MFD decreases by 3%, which results in a negligible change in SW~. 

Differences in LW ~ and outgoing longwave radiation (LWj) mostly balance, so the 

decrease in net radiation is primarily due to the increase in reflected solar radiation. 

This results in a net radiation deficit of nearly 5 W m-2
, a negligible change in LH, a 
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6% reduction in SH and a 1 °c decrease in T2m (see Figure 4.8). 

Despite a negligible change in rainfall (Figure 4.9), region SE shows a large increase in 

LH (19%). This is consistent with the 73% reduction in RSMIN in this region (Figure 

4.7), which leads to increased canopy transpiration. Changes in radiative fluxes in this 

region are small, so control of vegetation on evapotranspiration is of primary 

importance to the energy budget in this region and under these synoptic conditions. 

For node [3,0] (Figure 4.13), SWj again increases in all regions as a function of 

increased albedo, but by a larger amount than is seen for node [0,2]. This is due to 

greater increases in SW ~ across all regions. In region CENT, SW ~ increases by 12 W 

m-2
, which is caused by a large increase in MFD (15%) resulting in reduced CLW (-

18%). This results in a net increase of radiation received at the surface. Although 

rainfall decreases by 9%, the surplus of energy available for evaporation ensures that 

LH does not reduce drastically. Furthermore, the 10% reduction in RSMIN in this region 

allows for enhanced transpiration, which will promote a higher LH. Region NE 

experiences a 20% reduction in precipitation, but a small decrease in net radiation 

received at the surface. LH therefore shows an 11 % reduction, but the resulting change 

in T2m is small. Ground temperature (Ts), however, increases by 0.5 °C. This is 

consistent with the large (43%) reduction in Zo for the region, which, by reducing 

turbulent fluxes, will confine the anomaly to the surface. Region SE shows a similar 

response to node [0,2]: little change in net radiation and negligible change in rainfall, 

but a large increase in LH, thus demonstrating the importance of reduced canopy. 

resistance in this region regardless of synoptic forcing. 

4.4 Discussion and conclusions 

The analysis performed here evaluates the role of synoptic forcing in simulations of 

climatic response to vegetation change. The method aggregates, according to large

scale circulation regime, the differences between RCM simulations using alternate land

surface maps. The synoptic-based approach has a theoretical advantage over seasonal 

aggregation as it accounts for unseasonal synoptic features that could influence the 

mean climate response to land-surface change for that season. The method therefore 

represents both the seasonal cycle as well as important intra-seasonal variations in large-
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scale circulation. The results presented here show the most obvious differences in 

atmospheric response to land-surface change to be most strongly related to the seasonal 

cycle, whereas intra-seasonal differences are more subtle. 

For the same set of ReM experiments, MS indicate that the average climatic response to 

the imposed vegetation change in Sep-Nov (SON) is a general cooling over the 

continent due primarily to the radiative effects of increased surface albedo, which 

causes increased subsidence in the lower troposphere. This results in reduced moisture 

convergence over parts of the continent and in Dec-Feb (DJF) some areas of decreased 

rainfall are evident. The hydrological cycle is thus weakened, which causes a reduction 

in latent heat flux and hence an increase in surface temperatures. This has a mitigating 

effect on the cooling seen in SON, and the circulation anomaly associated with 

increased subsidence is thus weakened. There are therefore two important controlling 

factors here: 1) the direct effects of land surface change, as manifested by changes in 

response to parameters such as albedo, Zo and RsMIN, and 2) internal hydrological 

feedbacks that are a secondary effect of the land-surface change and act to mitigate (or 

possibly enhance) the direct response. The monthly evaluation of MS indicates that the 

direct effects are more evident in the early part of the summer season, but secondary 

hydrological feedbacks become more important towards the middle of summer, when 

atmospheric moisture content and precipitation are at a maximum. This is corroborated 

by the synoptic evaluation presented here: circulation types prevalent in late winter and 

spring show the strongest cooling and most pronounced subsidence anomalies in 

response to increased albedo, while typical mid-summer patterns have the greatest 

rainfall anomalies and a less coherent temperature and geopotential height response. 

The synoptics typical of late winter and early summer are characterized by low 

atmospheric moisture and widespread subsidence over the continent. Wang et ai. 

(1996) indicate that stable atmospheric conditions tend to suppress turbulent heat 

transfers at the land surface, but Rabin et ai. (1990) note that clear skies and weak 

pressure gradients can promote land-atmosphere feedbacks. The conditions referred to 

in both of these studies are typical of winter-type conditions over sub-tropical southern 

Africa, so it is not immediately apparent how the climate will respond to land-surface 

change under such synoptic forcing. The results here show winter-type conditions are, 

in fact, associated with the greatest changes in near-surface temperature, and 
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consequently act to strengthen subsidence in the lower troposphere. This is consistent 

with the observations of Rabin et al. (1990) because the temperature decrease is due 

primarily to the radiative effects of increased albedo, rather than changes in turbulent 

fluxes. This can be expected, as coupling between land and atmosphere components of 

the hydrological cycle is strongest during the summer months (Dirmeyer, 2006; Koster 

et al., 2006). Furthermore, because levels of atmospheric moisture are highest in 

summer, a small percentage increase in MFD and consequent decrease in cloud cover 

can be large enough in magnitude to cause enough of an increase in incoming solar 

radiation to compensate for an albedo-induced radiative loss at the surface. 

Regional differences in atmospheric response to land-surface changes are apparent. 

These are partly due to the specific nature of the imposed vegetation change and its 

resultant effect on land surface parameters, but will also be dependant on regional 

climatic regime, as was shown by Findell and Eltahir (2003c). Of the three areas 

investigated, CENT and NE show more pronounced changes in T2m in winter-type 

conditions, whereas region SE exhibits a slightly larger temperature change under 

summer-type conditions. An important factor determining the temperature response in 

SE is the large reduction in RsMIN, and consequent increase in transpiration. 

Precipitation shows the opposite response to temperature: synoptics typical of summer 

experience the greatest rainfall anomalies, but the signal is very noisy. Increases in 

lower tropospheric geopotential heights and consequent reductions in moisture 

convergence suggest that reductions in rainfall are the result of circulation changes 

rather than direct local feedbacks. This is in agreement with previous studies, which. 

have demonstrated increased MFD resulting from increased surface albedo (eg. Charney 

et al., 1977; Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1994; Maynard and Royer, 2004). 

For the three periods considered here, differences in the frequency of occurrence of 

synoptic states are evident, particularly when comparing the wet (1988/89) and dry 

(1991192) years. Given that we have shown temperature, rainfall and circulation to 

respond differently to land-surface change under different synoptic conditions, it can be 

inferred that interannual variability in land-atmosphere coupling may result from year

to-year differences in the frequency of synoptic patterns. Findell and Eltahir (2003c) 

observe significant interannual variability in feedback potential over the contiguous 

United States, but do not explore in detail the causes of this variability. They do 
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suggest, however, that interannual shifts in the positioning of dominant large-scale 

circulation features are an important factor determining regional land-atmosphere 

coupling. Further insight into this question could be gained from a synoptically-based 

analysis such as that presented in this paper. 

In conclusion, the synoptic-based approach used here presents a useful method for 

evaluating the results of an ReM experiment that investigates climatic impacts of 

vegetation change. Notable differences in the response of near-surface temperature, 

rainfall and geopotential height to the imposed land-surface change are evident between 

synoptic states, which confirms that large-scale circulation is important in modulating 

land-atmosphere feedback. 
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5.1 Summary 

This thesis presents a Regional Climate Model (RCM) study investigating the response 

of southern Africa's summer climate to changes in land surface conditions. The aims of 

the study are to: 

• evaluate the sensitivity of an RCM to initial· soil moisture and consequent 

hydrological feedbacks; 

• produce an estimate of pristine vegetation using a dynamic vegetation model and 

incorporate this into the RCM; 

• compare RCM simulations for the natural vegetation and for present-day 

vegetation to establish a) whether or not this change in land surface has a 

noticeable impact on southern Africa's climate and b) if so, what are the 

dominant mechanisms responsible for this; 

• compare atmospheric response to the land-surface change under different 

synoptic conditions to establish how climate sensitivity to land-surface change 

differs under different large-scale circulation. 

To address these aims the coupled land-atmosphere system over southern Africa is 

simulated by the MM5 RCM, incorporating the NOAH land-surface model. MM5 is 

configured for a domain covering sub-equatorial Africa at a horizontal grid resolution of 

50 km, and forced at its lateral boundaries by National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction-National Center for atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis data. 

Given the important role of soil moisture ill modifying near-surface climate and 

contributing to internal variability in an RCM, MM5 simulations are undertaken to gain 

insight into how sensitive the model configuration is to perturbations in initial soil 

moisture. A perturbation in soil moisture of a magnitude and spatial variability that is 

within the bounds of uncertainty in soil moisture representation for the region is applied 

to the initial conditions of a series of MM5 simulations. It is found that latent heat 

fluxes in subsequent months are significantly affected in certain regions, but there is 

little effect on sensible heat flux and near-surface temperature and no noticeable impact 

on regional circulation or precipitation. This implies that soil moisture-rainfall coupling 
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in the model is weak. The persistence of the initial soil moisture anomaly and its 

associated impacts on surface climate differ according to location, and time of year at 

initialization, but the anomalies typically dissipate within the ftrst one to two months of 

the simulations. 

The Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (SDGVM) is used to simulate 

potential natural vegetation for southern Africa. Following a spin-up sequence allowing 

for vegetation structure to reach a stable state, the model is forced with observations of 

CO2, temperature, humidity and rainfall and run for a 30-year period to derive a mean 

vegetation "climatology". In order for this information to be used by MM5, the 

proportions of plant functional types (PFTs) simulated by SDGVM for each grid point 

are classifted to approximate the natural vegetation classes given by MM5's default 

land-use map. The latter is the present-day land-use classiftcation of the United States 

Geological Survey (USGS). A major limitation of SDGVM is that it does not explicitly 

represent a shrub PFT. This is problematic for the semi-arid regions of the domain. 

To simulate the climatic effects of shifting vegetation, two sets of MM5 runs are carried 

out: one incorporating the simulated natural vegetation as its land-surface map, and one 

where vegetation is given by the USGS classiftcation. The difference in the two 

vegetation representations provides a plausible estimate of anthrqnogenic J.aru:J-s.urf.ac.t'" 

alteration. Three 7 -month periods are simulated, representing 1 August to 28 February 

of 1988/89, 1991192 and 1995/96. These years account for a range of inter-annual 

variability. 

The results show signiftcant changes in surface latent and sensible heat fluxes, and near

surface temperature and humidity. The most prominent feature is widespread cooling 

over the north-eastern parts of the sub-continent in Sep-Nov (SON), caused primarily by 

an increase in surface albedo. This is still present in Dec-Feb (DJF), but the pattern is 

less coherent. The reduced surface temperature results in increased subsidence in the 

lower troposphere, as indicated by positive geopotential height anomalies over most of 

the continent, extending upwards to 500 hPa. As the temperature anomaly weakens in 

DJF, so does the height anomaly. A consequence of the increased subsidence is an 

increase in horizontal moisture flux divergence. This is not as widespread as the 
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temperature or height anomalies, but nevertheless results in areas of decreased 

precipitation, hence promoting a weaker hydrological cycle and reduced latent heat flux. 

Furthermore, reduced cloud cover acts to increase incident shortwave radiation at the 

surface. The effect of these two factors is to mitigate the albedo-induced cooling at the 

surface. The circulation changes induced by the land-surface alteration therefore act as 

a negative feedback mechanism. 

To further analyse the experimental results, a self-organizing map (SOM) is employed 

to characterize the simulated time periods according to dominant large-scale circulation 

features. The SOM analysis is performed on the NCEP-NCAR boundary fields used by 

the RCM. Geopotential height at 850 and 500 hPa and total precipitable water between 

these levels are the variables selected to defme the large-scale circulation. The synoptic 

types identified show a clear seasonal signal, but also account for some intra-seasonal 

variability. 

Evaluating the results of the MM5 vegetation change simulations under each synoptic 

type indicates some notable differences. Conditions characterized by strong sub

tropical anticyclones and low atmospheric moisture are most sensitive to changes in 

radiative fluxes, whereas hydrological processes at the land surface are more sensitive 

under conditions of weak subsidence and high levels of atmospheric moisture. This 

corresponds closely to seasonality and emphasises the suggestion given by the seasonal 

mean analysis that synoptic types prevalent in late winter or spring experience the 

greatest temperature and geopotential height response, whereas types typical of summer 

show the greatest rainfall change. There is some variation between types occurring at 

similar times of year, but these are relatively small. 

Considering these findings in the context of the aims of the thesis, it can be concluded 

that: 

• the RCM configuration exhibits weak soil moisture-precipitation coupling and, 

depending on region, the effects of perturbed soil moisture on near-surface 

climate generally dissipate within the first one to three months of the 

simulations; 

• the dynamic vegetation model used presents a valid method of representing 
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natural vegetation, but does not simulate shrub-type vegetation, which IS 

problematic in semi-arid regions; 

• the climate of southern Africa is sensitive to a change in vegetation of the 

magnitude applied in this study, and this change has major implications for both 

near-surface climate and regional circulation; 

• the atmosphere responds differently to land-surface change under different 

synoptic conditions, with radiative effects being dominant under winter-type 

conditions, but hydrological effects being more important under summer-type 

conditions. 

5.2 Discussion 

The experiments carried out here are a fIrst step towards quantifying the impact of 

human land-use on southern Africa's climate. As with any modelling study, this work is 

limited by a number of assumptions and caveats that should be considered when 

interpreting how the results relate to the real world. 

Numerous uncertainties are introduced from the spatial representation of vegetation 

distribution. Although satellite observations enable the production of global land cover 

data sets for the present day, different classifIcation algorithms often yield quite 

different results at regional and local scales. This is illustrated by inconsistencies 

between the USGS classifIcation and other land-cover products over southern Africa. 

For example, USGS indicates far more extensive cropland over eastern and south

eastern Africa than the University of Maryland global land cover classifIcation (Hansen 

et al., 2000), despite being sourced from the same satellite data. The Global 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme land cover classifIcation (Friedl et al., 

2002), based on data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, shows 

even less cropland. It is therefore likely that USGS overestimates· the extent of 

cultivated land over southern Africa. This is a very important consideration as a large 

portion of the cooling simulated in the vegetation change experiments results from the 

conversion of forest and savanna to cropland. 
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Estimation of undisturbed natural vegetation poses further difficulties. Global 

representations of potential natural vegetation exist (eg. Ramankutty and Foley, 1999), 

but for this study a mechanistic vegetation model in the form of SDGVM was used. A 

major shortcoming of SDGVM is that it does not simulate a functional type 

representative of shrub land. This is problematic for the semi-arid south-western parts of 

the continent. Furthermore, comparing the model's representation of forests with that of 

Ramankutty and Foley (1999) shows the latter to be more fragmented, with a less 

smooth transition between biomes. It is unclear which representation is more realistic, 

but it is possible that SDGVM does not adequately represent local-scale distur~ances 

such as ftre and grazing. Given this, and the overestimation of cropland in the present

day land-use map, the vegetation change applied in this experiment is therefore likely to 

be greater than the true extent of anthropogenic influences. 

Inter-model variability is a major factor influencing the results of land-surface 

sensitivity studies. A robust method to address this problem is to repeat the same 

experiment using a selection of different models, or the same model with different 

combinations of parameterization options, or both. The drawback of this is that is a 

computationally demanding exercise. Given the hardware resources available for this 

study, it was decided to utilize a single model conftguration that has been shown to 

adequately simulate the climate of the chosen domain. This does limit the experiment, 

but the results nevertheless give a physically plausible insight into the land-atmosphere 

system of southern Africa. Tadross et al. (2006) tested the performance of MM5 over 

southern Africa using different combinations of planetary boundary layer and 

convective precipitation schemes and found that the Betts-Miller convective scheme 

overestimated rainfall intensity, but best captured the phase of the diurnal cycle. Using 

this convection scheme in the present study shows that, for the present-day land surface, 

the model simulates the spatial distribution of seasonal (SON and DJF) rainfall 

adequately for the domain, but peak magnitudes, particularly in the tropics, are too high. 

This is problematic as it may affect the outcome of the vegetation change experiments. 

A hydrological cycle that is too intense could mask out changes in evaporation and 

precipitation resulting from the land-surface change that may in fact be significant. The 

precipitation response indicated by the vegetation change experiments is very noisy, so 

it is possible that a more conservative parameterization scheme will simulate a more 
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coherent change in rainfall. However, taking these biases into account and considering 

the evaluation of Tadross et al. (2006), it is felt that the model does an adequate job in 

simulating the climate of the chosen domain. Furthermore New et al. (2003) and 

Georgescu et al. (2003) note that employing different convection schemes did not 

significantly alter the results of their experiments. 

The degree to which the model configuration is sensitive to land-atmosphere coupling is 

an important consideration. Koster et al. (2006) demonstrate considerable variations in 

how strongly the land and atmosphere components of a number of General Circulation 

Models are coupled. A model in which this coupling is weak is likely to underestimate 

the atmosphere's response to land-surface change. No comprehensive evaluation of 

land-atmosphere coupling in MM5 has been undertaken for the southern African 

domain, but the present study does provide some insight into this issue. It is found that 

although perturbed initial soil moisture has a significant impact on subsequent latent 

and sensible heat fluxes, its effect on near-surface temperature is small and there is no 

apparent feedback on precipitation. This result implies a weak coupling between 

surface turbulent heat fluxes and precipitation processes in the model configuration. If 

this is model-specific, then it can be inferred that the effects of land-surface change on 

precipitation through local cycling of energy and moisture are underestimated by this 

experiment. If, however, the weak coupling is indeed a real feature of the land

atmosphere system in southern Africa, this has negative implications for the use of 

antecedent land-surface moisture as a predictor in seasonal forecasting. In the Southern 

African Development Community (SADC), collaborative seasonal forecasting efforts 

currently include both statistical and dynamical models that utilize sea-surface 

temperature indices and fields as predictors and boundary conditions. To the best 

knowledge of the author, the incorporation of antecedent land-surface conditions into 

operational long-range forecasts has not yet been explored for the region. 

Although the impacts of altered latent and sensible heat fluxes appear to be small, 

changes in radiative fluxes have important implications. The strongest signal resulting 

from the vegetation change is widespread cooling over the continent in early summer, 

driven by increased surface albedo. The synoptic evaluation confirms that such 
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radiative effects are strongest under dry and stable conditions typical of late-winter and 

early summer. This raises the question that if weak soil moisture-rainfall coupling 

mean that antecedent moisture conditions are unlikely to have a major impact on 

subsequent rainfall, can variability in the radiative properties of the land surface be used 

as an alternative predictor for seasonal forecasts? An unusually dry antecedent land 

surface will be manifested not only by low soil moisture, but also a degraded vegetation 

state associated with late green-up. This will be characterized by above-average albedo, 

which, as has been shown in this and other studies, can result in surface cooling, 

increased subsidence, decreased moisture convergence and reduced rainfall. The 

implications of this in early summer could be a delayed onset of the summer rainfall 

season, which will have a critical impact on agriculture in southern Africa. The effects 

of a delayed onset would be further amplified by a persistence of synoptic conditions 

favourable for the albedo feedback mechanism. Changes in large-scale circulation 

regimes driven by both inter-annual variability and long term climate change are 

therefore likely to be key determinants of the extent to which early summer land

atmosphere feedbacks manifest themselves. 

5.3 Recommendations 

There is much scope for further research into land-atmosphere interactions over 

southern Africa. Since this study is limited to a single model configuration and has a 

relatively small temporal coverage, much benefit will be gained from the use of 

different models and longer, multi-year simulations. Longer simulations will enable 

further evaluation of the connections between inter-annual synoptic variability and land

atmosphere feedbacks. The use of different models, and a comprehensive evaluation of 

the strength of land-atmosphere coupling between them, will reduce uncertainties 

introduced by choice of model. 

A more accurate definition of African vegetation classes and their associated structural, 

physiological and phenological parameters would be a great asset to climate modelling 

in the region. Not only will this reduce model biases arising from inaccuracies in land-
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surface representation, but will also provide a baseline against which to compare 

estimates of undisturbed vegetation state. The true extent of land-use change can thus 

be better quantified. The near-surface cooling and reduced precipitation resulting from 

the simulated vegetation change in this study suggest that land-use change may be an 

important contributor to climatic trends observed over the past few centuries. This 

study has not attempted to relate the simulated changes in climate to any historical 

records, but with a more realistic account of observed land-use change, this would be 

feasible. 

The present study has identified a mechanism through which the land surface can alter 

regional atmospheric circulation over southern Africa. This has major implications for 

further understanding of the processes responsible for moisture transport in the region, 

which has particular relevance for seasonal forecasting and projections of long-term 

climate change. While the effect of antecedent soil moisture on summer rainfall has 

previously been identified as potentially important, the results of this study suggest an 

alternative avenue to explore. The effects of antecedent land-surface albedo could be a 

critical factor in controlling the onset of summer precipitation. Continuous satellite 

observations provide measurements of surface albedo and can monitor inter-annual 

variations in springtime vegetation green-up. There is therefore scope to evaluate the 

effects the timing of this green-up may have on regional moisture convergence and the 

timing of rainfall onset. 
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